
Whoopie! Sling
   This old-fashioned choker sling can be adjusted from short to long in just seconds and is most often 
used by riggers to anchor a block or friction device to a tree but was originally devised for crane work 
and lifting. A Whoopie allows the rigger to mount hardware snug against the tree, minimizing slack in 
the rigging system. Each Whoopie sling is hand-spliced by SHERRILLtree's certified splicers using Samson 
12-strand single braids: Amsteel (100% Dyneema®) or Tenex (100% polyester) cordage.  

Easily
Adjusted!

Portawrap
not included

Loopie Sling
 The Loopie is an adjustable round sling that works similarly to our popular 
Whoopie Sling. Utilizing about half the cordage of the Whoopie, the Loopie is 
just as quickly adjusted to provide a snug anchor connection for most rigging 
hardware but is preferred for hanging a block or Portawrap in the crown where 
points of attachent tend to be smaller in diameter. The Loopie is lightweight, 
strong and folds quite small for storage.

MATERIAL ADJUSTMENT
RANGE

DIAMETER 
RANGE

SLING 
SIZE

TENSILE 
STRENGTH WLL ITEM # PRICE

Amsteel

40" to 10' 13" to 37" 3/8" 19,600 2,940 31998 $8795               
40" to 15' 13" to 56" 3/8" 19,600 2,940 31999 $9795               
42" to 10' 13" to 37" 1/2" 34,000 5,100 32000 $11495               
42" to 15' 13" to 56" 1/2" 34,000 5,100 32001 $15595               

Tenex

3' to 5' 11" to 18" 1/2" 11,800 1,750 21964 $4595               
4' to 7' 15" to 26" 5/8" 17,100 2,560 30292 $5595               
4' to 9' 18" to 32" 3/4" 22,400 3,380 15315 $6695               

4' to 12' 18" to 42" 3/4" 22,400 3,380 30295 $7595               
4' to 16' 18" to 60" 3/4" 22,400 3,380 30296 $8595               

MATERIAL MODEL ADJUSTMENT 
RANGE WLL ITEM # PRICE

Amsteel
3/8" 15" to 3' 2,500 lbs 32449 $5195               
3/8" 15" to 6' 2,500 lbs 32083 $8295               

310 (3/8") 18" to 3' 1,000 lbs 27584 $2895               
420 (1/2") 2' to 4' 2,000 lbs 27586 $3195               

Tenex 620 (1/2") 2' to 6' 2,000 lbs 27587 $3595               
630 (5/8") 2' to 6' 3,000 lbs 27588 $4395               
850 (3/4") 2' to 8' 5,000 lbs 31167 $4995               

Spider Leg Balancer
     The Spider Leg Balancer is a unique style of eye sling that a rigger attaches to a bull rope or lowering 
line (using a Klemheist or 3-wrap prusik), to create one or more quickly adjustable "legs" to the line's working 
end. With a single lowering line and one or more Spider Legs, the operator is able to better control unortho-
dox limbs in precarious locations, usually by tying the rigging line to the heavier limb base and attaching 
Spider Legs to the limbs mid to tip region(s). Using more than one Spider Leg allows the rigger to balance 
sprawling limbs that might otherwise require excessive dissection before lowering. 
 Although the Spider Leg can also be used as an eye sling for mounting a block or Portawrap in a pinch, the 
eye is unusually long and doesn’t make for a good "standard use" eye sling. 

Hand spliced at SHERRILLtree using 3/8 or 1/2-inch, 12-strand polyester (Samson Tenex).

1/2" diameter sling for use on 5/8" lines
(1,180 lb. WLL or 11,800 lb. tensile)

24657 $4295               12'

24658 $4495               14'

3/8" diameter sling for use on 1/2" lines
(600 lb. WLL or 6,000 lb. tensile)

27682 $3295               12'

27683 $3695               14'

long eye for tying 
Klemheist

Made with 
SAMSON

Block
not included.

Easily adjusted small or large, then 
folded in half and hitched through 
(and against) the adjustable portion.

WORKS WELL WITH 
  THE BACKBONE™

SEE PAGE 104

WORKS WELL WITH 
  THE BACKBONE™

SEE PAGE 104
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10:1 WORKING LOAD LIMIT
 BASKET VERTICAL CHOKE
 1,200 lbs. 607 lbs. 455 lbs.

 AVERAGE BREAKING STRENGTH
 12,000 6,069 4,550

Dyneema Loop Runners
 Dyneema (twin brother of Spectra) is very light-weight for its size and volume. Narrower, 
more flexible and even more compact than our 1 inch wide nylon runners, these Dyneema 
loops will surely become a favorite tool for the working arborist. Dyneema is one of the most 
popular HMWPE materials available, now used for everything from ship lines to low stretch, 
high-strength crane cables.  Made by Blue Water and rated @ 27kN

       Heavy-Duty Nylon Loop Runners
 Is knotless rigging your thing? Looking for the perfect accessory to your new BackBone 
connector? Tired of figuring out which loop slings are rigging and which are life support? 
Do you need a supersized nylon loop runner for a specialized life-support application? If you 
answered yes to any of those questions, these loop runners are for you.
 CMI heavy-duty loop runners are stout enough for rigging yet lightweight to ease your 
burden aloft. At 14,000-lb tensile, they can handle the stress of rigging and are noticeably 
different from their little brothers, the regular CMI loop runners. Stitched solid, they offer a 
low profile and a minimum of clutter for however you decide to use them.
 Available in many lengths, these loop runners can be customized to the needs of your 
system or size of the piece being attached. Rated @ 62.3 kN

Dura-Web™ 2000
 DURA-WEB™ 2000 Loop Runners are made with the strongest, most abrasion resistant ma-
terial available in any similar 1 inch wide product. DURA-WEB™ 2000 has red core yarns, that 
warn of excessive abrasion. Each Loop includes a Tuftag™ detailing working load limit (based 
on 5:1 ratio), date of manufacture and serial number.  These Loop Runners are thicker and stiffer 
than the loops listed above and can’t be girth hitched around a carabiner but must be simply 
captured within, and a steel carabiner is our recommendation. This is a great choice for light 
rigging duties, a little overkill for creating a foot step.

10:1 WORKING LOAD LIMIT
 BASKET VERTICAL CHOKE
 2,908 lbs. 1,424 lbs. 1,396 lbs.

 MINIMUM BREAKING STRENGTH
 29,082 14,243 13,967

10:1 WORKING LOAD LIMIT
 BASKET VERTICAL CHOKE
 4,000 lbs. 2,000 lbs. 1,600 lbs.

 AVERAGE BREAKING STRENGTH
 40,000 20,000 16,000

A B C D E
F G

H I J K L M
N

J DYLR-24 $795               24" (blue & white)

K DYLR-36 $1095               36" (purple & white)

L DYLR-48 $1295               48" (red & white)

M DWB-36 $2295               36" (yellow)

N DWB-48 $2595               48" (yellow)

F HDLR-24 $1095               24" (yellow)

G HDLR-36 $1295               36" (yellow)

H HDLR-48 $1395               48" (yellow)

I HDLR-60 $1695               60" (yellow)

Nylon Loop Runners
 Loop Runners make excellent medium-duty choker straps 
for tree work and climbing. They are as portable as a hand-
kerchief, yet as strong and durable as rope. Because they’re 
circular, you’ll rarely clip into the same spot twice, maximizing 
their service life by distributing wear evenly. A few of its uses 
include speed line chokers, line redirections, miniature false 
crotch support systems, a footstep where none exists, or a limb 
handle.  ANSI standard for personal support.  Rated @ 28.9kN

10:1 WORKING LOAD LIMIT
 BASKET VERTICAL CHOKE
 1,290 lbs. 649 lbs. 480 lbs.

 AVERAGE BREAKING STRENGTH
 12,900 6,496 4,800

A NYLR-26 $495               26" (blue)

B NYLR-30 $595               30" (yellow)

C NYLR-36 $795               36" (purple)

D NYLR-48 $995               48" (red)

E NYLR-60 $1195 60" (orange) 

WORKS WELL WITH 
  THE BACKBONE™

SEE PAGE 104
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Image idea by Mark Adams

DMM Bat Rigging Plates
 Like the Bat-Signal high in the sky comes the CNC-machined, high-strength heat-treated 
aluminum DMM Bat rigging plate. New in form, tested in function, the Bat rigging plate, 
available in three sizes, is designed with high-angle work in mind. A centralized connec-
tion point for stable rescuer attachment, with the ability to be bolted together for 100% 
redundancy in the system, makes Bat plates ideal for rescue. Textile-friendly surfaces with 
large radii work well with cordage, webbing, or connectors.
 Bat plates are individually marked for trace-
ability, with the quality and consistency that DMM 
is renowned for.

35725 $2995               X-Small Bat - 36 kN

35726 $5495               Small Bat - 60 kN

35727 $7495              Medium Bat - 60 kN

No-Snag Loop Runner Chain

We saw a video from Travor Ahern where he demonstrated 
this technique for chaining his loop runners with a tidy 
criss-cross method, that doesn't leave much to get snagged 
on when ascending the tree. Easy enough to do, and easy to 
unravel the loop runner when it's time to use it.

31067 $2995               Small Paw - 36 kN

26269 $5495               Medium Paw - 36 kN

26268 $7995               Large Paw - 36 kN

Petzl Paw Rigging Plates
 Got a zipline job coming up that involves a major city landmark or highly technical 
circumstance? Accomplish even the most complex rigging scenarios requiring multiple 
points of attachment using the rescue industry’s top-rated anchor plates by Petzl.

• Made of aluminum: excellent strength-to-weight ratio
• 19 mm holes allows the locking sleeves of most carabiners to pass through
• Breaking strength:  36 kN
• UL classified to NFPA for general use
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mechanical advantage

Letter tensile (LBS) WLL (LBS) sheave 
diameter

sheave 
width

sheave  
material height width side plate axle weight mfg ITEM # PRICE

A 6,000 600 2.4" 5/8" aluminum 4.5" 3.25" aluminum bushing 7 oz CMI 15209 $4595               
B 8,500 850 2.4" 5/8" aluminum 5.75" 3.25" stainless steel bushing 11.6 oz CMI 15218 $4895               
C 11,000 1,100 2" 1/2" aluminum 6.25" 2.5" stainless steel bearing 13.5 CMI 15217 $5595               
D 8,500 850 2.4" 5/8" aluminum 4.5" 3.25" stainless steel bearing 10.2 oz CMI 15216 $6595               
E 9,891 1,798 2" 1/2" aluminum 6.4" 4.2" aluminum bearing 20 oz Rock 

Exotica 35414 $11300

F 8,093 1,349 2" 1/2" aluminum 4.9" 3.8" aluminum bearing 11 oz Rock 
Exotica 35415 $6000

G 8,093 1,798 1.5" 1/2" aluminum 4.6" 2.5" aluminum bearing 9 oz Rock 
Exotica 35641 $10100

H 8,092 809 1  1/2" 9/16" aluminum 3" 2  5/8" aluminum bearing 6.5 oz Petzl 33732 $5495               
I 8,000 800 2" 9/16" aluminum 5  1/2" 4" aluminum bearing 12 oz Petzl 15214 $6495               
J 8,092 2,697 2" 1/2" aluminum 6  1/4" 4" aluminum bearing 21 oz Petzl 15215 $11995               
K 15,736 1,573 2.5" 5/8" aluminum 6.1" 4" aluminum bushing 15.5 oz ISC 35848 $5700               
L 15,736 1,573 2.5” 3/4" aluminum 6.1" 4" aluminum bushing 16 oz ISC 35849 $6100               
M 16,000 1,600 4" 5/8" aluminum 7.5" 5" stainless steel bushing 29 oz CMI 15221 $7195               
N 25,000 2,500 4" 5/8" aluminum 9" 4.5" stainless steel bushing 76 oz CMI 15210 $13895               
O 30,000 3,000 4" 5/8" aluminum 9" 4.5" stainless steel bushing 85 oz CMI 30210 $19495               

Rope Pulleys
A

H

I
J

K

L

M

N

O

B

C

D
E

F
G

Never attach rope to 
pulley’s top eye unless 
it has textile-friendly 

rounded edges.
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KIT
BUILDER

R

Tandem for use with 
synthetic ropes

T

Stainless Steel Trolley for use 
with cable and synthetic ropes 
up to 12mm

Cable Tandem for use with cable 
up to 12mm and synthetic ropes 
up to 13mm

S

Fiddle Block Kit
 These high-strength blocks are ideal for pre-tensioning lines or 
lifting heavy objects. Fiddle blocks are easier to deploy than our tree 
pulling kit (especially for beginners) because the system is applied 
on top of a host line instead of involving threaded host line. Fiddle 
blocks are generally stored fully rigged so that you simply attach the 
ends to host line (via the included Prusik) and anchor (a tree, vehicle, 
or even host rope again, using the included carabiner on your sling 
or other means). The fiddle block’s limitations are that it’s limited to 
10 feet of working spread with the included (50-foot) rope; a friction 

device (like Portawrap) is required to hold drawn 
rigging line for multiple advances; and the standard 
package is slightly bulkier than the tree-pulling kit.
    The drawing (left) demonstrates how pulling with 
200 pounds of force results in a 5:1 mechanical 
advantage (1,000 pounds) of  lift. Between pulls, 
a built-in cleat holds position on the line, which 
can be released with a snap of the wrist. Combine 

this kit with a Portawrap or 
other lowering device for the 
ultimate in compact power!

Kit includes two blocks, 50 feet 
of half-inch line with spliced 
eye, two steel carabiners, rig-
ging prusik, and instructions.SET81 $36495               Fiddle blocks kit

Rigging Prusiks
 Eye-spliced tails for rigging that are easily distinguished from 
climbing tails, and are longer for rigging applications. These bright 
red hitch tails have “FOR RIGGING ONLY” broadly displayed for easy 
identification and measure about 30% longer than climbing-designed 
tails. Longer tails mean quicker attachment and more wraps when 
necessary on larger lines. Each tail is Grizzly® Spliced from 10-mm 
Tenex (100% polyester) for the highest possible strength, grip, and 
longevity for the price. 5,800 lbs tensile.

33482 $2295               18" loop

31160 $2495               38" eye and eye

P

letter tensile (lbs) WLL (lbs) sheave 
diameter

sheave 
width

sheave 
material height width side plate axle weight item # price

P 10,000 1,000 2  5/8" 13/16" aluminum 9  1/2" 5  5/8" aluminum bearing 20 oz 32102 $15695               
Q 10,000 1,000 2  5/8" 13/16" aluminum 8" 3  7/8" aluminum bearing 15 oz 32101 $11295               
R 5,400 540 1.25" 1/2" aluminum 3" 4.25" aluminum bushing 7 oz 18437 $6895               
S 5,400 540 1.25" 1/2" stainless 

steel 3" 4.25" aluminum bushing 9.1 oz 30713 $7895               
T 14,000 1,400 1.5" 1/2" stainless 

steel 3" 5" stainless 
steel bearing 12 oz 32330 $10195               

Q

Build your own custom tree-pulling 
kit with our kit builder and save 5%!

Go to SHERRILLtree.com/kit and 
start assembling your tree-pulling 
kit with your choice of a variety of 
double sheave pulleys, carabiners, 
and rigging prusiks.

COMING SUMMER 2016
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Letter tensile (LBS) WLL (LBS) sheave
height

sheave
width

sheave 
material height width side plate axle weight ITEM # PRICE

A 5,395 1,124 1.1" 1/2" aluminum 4.4" 2" aluminum bearing 5.1 oz 34084 $7650

B 8,092 1,798 1.5" 1/2" aluminum 5" 2.5" aluminum bearing 9.2 oz 30676 $8200               
C 8,092 1,798 1.5" 1/2" aluminum 6" 2.5" aluminum bearing 14.5 oz 30677 $12600               
D 8,992 2,248 2" 1/2" aluminum 7" 3" aluminum bearing 20.9 oz 36444 $16500               
E 17,984 4,496 2.6" 1/2" aluminum 7.5" 3.6" aluminum bearing 30.4 oz 36648 $15500               

Omni Swivel Blocks
 The Omni block family combines tough, reliable pulleys with an incorporated swivel.  
Unlike other blocks, the side plate swings open to access the line without disconnec-
tion from a carabiner.  Even better—a carabiner is not necessary!   The swiveled anchor 
connection is cordage and webbing friendly.  This, along with the designed short overall 
length, allows riggers to keep systems compact, clean, and functional.
 Made in the unique way of many Rock Exotica tools, state-of-the-art machining from 
a single piece of aluminum creates a solid core built for the demands of tree work and 
workers, while maintaining a light, compact, versatile tool.

35199 $10195               RockBlock 4’ Loopie

RockBlock Loopie Combo
 Brought to us by our friends and certified arbor-
ists, Peter Kaseman-Wold and Sean Gere, over two 
years ago, the RockBlock Loopie is an adjustable 4’ 
loopie made with 1/2” tenex, paired up with Rock 
Exotica’s 1.5 swivel Omni Block (WLL: 1,798 lbs.)
 It is easily adjusted around variety of tree diam-
eters, great for light rigging, and for applications 
where a large tail block is overkill.

Double-Locking Feature

CLICK
CLICK

A

B

C

D

E

NEW
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Tuflex Lifting Slings by Lift-All
 Tuflex Roundslings are high abrasion-resistant, 
incredibly strong slings designed for easy use and 
storage. The secret to their strength is the low 
stretch, continuous loop polyester (nonwoven) core 
that carries 100% of the load. All slings are covered 
by two layers of Tufhide™ nylon, for outstanding 
handling, comfort, and wear resistance. Unlike steel 
cable, Tuflex lightweight slings are not abrasive to 
the user’s hands or the surface that they are lifting.
  In a patented process, the polyester cords inside 
are made seamless, so there are no knots to rupture. 
Each sling has a stitched-in Tuftag™, designed for 
lifetime identification of strength, serial number and 
date of manufacture. If the jacket is ruptured, red 
core yarns provide a visual signal to the operator 
to retire that sling. Tuflex slings will fit through the 
gate of (most) steel carabiners or rigging clevis’, 
thanks to their unique core construction.

WORKING LOAD LIMIT
 BASKET VERTICAL CHOKE
 10,600 lbs. 5,300 lbs. 4,200 lbs.

 AVERAGE BREAKING STRENGTH
 53,000 26,500 21,000

Web Lifting Slings by Lift-All
 Most commonly used by riggers during crane extractions of 
large logs or tree parts, eye and eye slings may be employed for a 
variety of other applications as well. Lift-All’s super strong, super 
duty slings rank second to none for quality, craftsmanship and 
abrasion resistance. Each is tagged with load specs and rating 
data, manufacture date and care instructions. These slings’ WLL is 
rated and marked by the manufacturer based on a 1/5th of tensile 
strength.

A

B

TUFEYE-4 $2995               4' long

TUFEYE-6 $3995               6' long

Eye & Eye Sling
TUFSLG-4 $1795               4' long

TUFSLG-5 $2195               5' long

TUFSLG-6 $2495               6' long

TUFSLG-8 $3095               8' long

Round Sling

Crane Sling Combo
 This ready-for-action sling combination was originally 
requested by California arborist Dave Anderson, and is 
sure to find praise and popularity from a number of crane-
using arborists. Constructed by the certified splicers at 
SHERRILLtree, and made of the finest cordages Samson 
has to offer, you’ll be picking trees off of trees in no time 
with greater control than you ever thought possible! 
The central sling is made of incredibly strong 1-inch, all 
polyester, Samthane-coated Stablebraid (doublebraid) 
cordage with a rated strength in excess of 33,300-lbs.. 
From this primary sling, the rigger uses the included and 
super strong Spider Legs (made of 5/8-inch, 17,100-lbs. 
tensile strength Tenex) to balance the load for controlled 
removal of hefty and/or awkward tree parts. The Spider 
Legs can be height and length adjusted to provide just 
the right lift reaction or tipping needed to bring the load 
safely to the ground. 
 Thanks, Dave, for this creative tool for plucking big 
tree parts without the often difficult-to-control swinging 
and tipping that gives crane operators ulcers!!

34122 $28995               1” dia, 20' Stablebraid central sling and clevis, with two 5/8”, 17' Spider 
Leg slings

35445 $8995               5,300 lbs rated capacity

Direct Connect Hook

In the spirit of making it simple for the tree-
worker in the field, LiftAll has developed the 
direct connect hook series for the popular, hard 
working, long lasting Tuflex slings. 

DESCRIPTION LENGTH WIDTH BASKET 
WLL

VERTICAL 
WLL

CHOKE 
WLL ITEM # PRICE

A. Folded Eye

4.7' 3" 17,200 8,600 6,900 LS3-4.7 $4695               
6.3' 3" 17,200 8,600 6,900 LS3-6.3 $5695               
8' 3" 17,200 8,600 6,900 LS3-8 $6395               

9.7' 4" 23,000 11,500 9,200 LS4-9.7 $9395               
11.3' 4" 23,000 11,500 9,200 LS4-11.3 $10895               

B. Flat Eye
3' 2" 12,800 6,400 5,000 LS2-3 $1595               
4' 2" 12,800 6,400 5,000 LS2-4 $1995              
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Build your own custom rigging kit 
with our kit builder and save 5-10%!

Go to SHERRILLtree.com/kit and 
start assembling your rigging kit 
with your choice from a variety of 
blocks, slings, friction devices, and 
rigging lines and save 5%!

Save an additional 5% if you add an 
X-Rigging Ring sling, BackBone, loop 
runners, and a bag to your kit for a 
total savings of 10%!

COMING SUMMER 2016



Hard-D
tensile: 11,240 lbs
WLL: 1,124
gate opening: 3/4 in.
single-locking
manufacturer: ISC

Iron Wizard
tensile: 15,736 lbs
WLL: 1,573
gate opening: 7/8 in.
single-locking
manufacturer: ISC

Arborist Posi
DOUBLE-LOCKING
50kN
 tensile: 11,240 lbs
WLL: 1,124
gate opening: 1 in.
manufacturer: ISC

Arborist Auto
SINGLE-LOCKING
50kN
tensile: 11,240 lbs
WLL: 1,124
gate opening: 1 in.
manufacturer: ISC

Arborist Spin
SPIN-LOCKING
50kN
tensile: 11,240 lbs
WLL: 1,124
gate opening: 1 in.
manufacturer: ISC

“Blind gate” that 
doesn’t snag 

materials

Large bottom radius 
for big ropes and 

connections

HMS
tensile: 11,240 lbs
WLL: 1,124
gate opening: 7/8 in.
3-way Supersafe
manufacturer: ISC

27548 $2600               

27551 $2100               32045 $2800               

32112 $2900               

27549 $2400               27550 $1900               

Vulcan
tensile: 8,992 lbs
WLL: 899
gate opening: 1-3/16 in.
double-locking
manufacturer: Petzl

Oxan
tensile: 6,070 lbs
WLL: 607
gate opening: 13/16 in.
double-locking
manufacturer: Petzl

27kN 40kN

Steel Triact-Lock Carabiners
 Petzl’s new carabiners are forged from only 
the highest quality steel, making them better 
suited for tough conditions. Keylock gate open-
ing helps prevent snagging of ropes or fabrics 
during maneuvers. CSA Z259.10 certified, and 
meets ANSI Z359.12 requirements.

33573 $2495               33574 $4395               

50kN

50kN 50kN 50kN

50kN 70kN

NEWNEW

LO
W PR

ICE
!

NEWNEW

LO
W PR

ICE
!
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35658 $3900               auto-lock

35659 $3700               screw-lock

35660 $4000               auto-lock

36062 $1800 auto-lock

35656 $3700               auto-lock

35657 $3200               screw-lock

Captive Eye
tensile: 11,240 lbs
WLL: 1,124
gate opening: 5/8 in.
3-way Supersafe
manufacturer: ISC

24kN

Slideline
tensile: 5,395 lbs
WLL: 539
gate opening: 15/16 in.
non-locking
manufacturer: Kong

15989 $1995               32046 $2300               

Small Galvanized Clevis
1/2 in.
tensile: 20,000 lbs
WLL: 2,000
material: steel
Height: 3 1/4”, Width: 2 1/2”, Gate: 7/8”

Large Galvanized Clevis 
3/4 in.
tensile: 47,500 lbs
WLL: 4,700
material: steel
Height: 5”, Width: 3 1/2”, Gate: 1 1/4”

15994 $795               

15992 $1295               

Tensile strength reflects the average load required 
to break a device whereas WLL (working load limit) 

reflects 1/10th that amount unless otherwise stated.

WARNING!
Tree climbing and tree work are extremely dangerous, 

requiring  extensive training.  The tools in this  
catalog are for trained professionals.

rockSteel Assault

Offset Oval

rockD
AUTO-LOCK
45kN
tensile: 10,116 lbs
WLL: 1,011
gate opening: 1.2 in.

AUTO-LOCK
30kN
tensile: 6,744 lbs
WLL: 674
gate opening: 1 in.

AUTO-LOCK
40kN
tensile: 8,992 lbs
WLL: 899
gate opening: 5/8 in.

AUTO-LOCK
41kN
tensile: 9,217 lbs
WLL: 921
gate opening: 1 in.

SCREW-LOCK
41kN
tensile: 9,217 lbs
WLL: 921
gate opening: 1 in.

SCREW-LOCK
45kN
tensile: 10,116 lbs
WLL: 1,011
gate opening: 1.2 in.

50kN

45kN

45kN

30kN 41kN

41kN

NEW
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SENA SMH10-11 Bluetooth 3.0 Communication System
 Tree work is hazardous by definition.  One key way to mitigate the hazard is clear, 
concise communication. The  SMH10-11 Bluetooth 3.0 communication system delivers 
that with many benefits to spare. This comm system is compact and easily attachable 
to most any helmet, and its cost and convenience is hard to match.  Workers will enjoy 
clear communication with or without a mobile phone.  Climbers can get the message 
to ground workers with ease and no yelling.  Vehicle and equipment operators can 
talk with spotters and ground guides.  The value of clear communication cannot be 
overstated in offering safety and efficiency to workers, and it presents a professional 
appearance to clients and bystanders.

HELMET AND EAR MUFFS ARE SOLD SEPERATELY

• Bluetooth 3.0 
• Bluetooth intercom up to 900 meters (980 yards)* 
• Four-way conference intercom 
• Conference phone call with intercom participant 
• Universal Intercom™ 
• Music sharing 
• Bluetooth pairing for dual mobile phones 
• Voice prompts 
• Bluetooth stereo headset for Bluetooth audio devices such as MP3 players 
• Bluetooth music playback control by AVRCP: play, pause, track forward and track back 
• Easy operation by versatile Jog Dial 
• Sufficient sound level with integrated audio booster 
• Bluetooth handsfree for Bluetooth mobile phonesSpeed dialing 
• Sidetone 
• Stereo music by 3.5mm audio cable 
• Water resistant for use in inclement weather 
• Crystal clear and natural sound quality 
• Advanced Noise Control™ 
• Up to 12 hours talk time, 10 days stand-by time 
• Individual volume control for each audio source 
• Peace of mind – thanks to the two-year warranty

36497 $19995               HELMET AND MUFFS SOLD SEPERATELY
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• Fits perfectly even when working in sloping or overhead 
positions

• Can be adjusted with only two fingers 

• Hearing and face protection are integrated into the shell 
of the head protection to prevent snagging on branches 

• Allows the cooling air to flow in from all sides and to 
escape through the ventilation gate

• Certified according to EN 397 and EN 12492,  
but is not ANSI Z133 compliant

PROTOS $28900           One size

red/neon yellow orange/neon yellow

white/gray green/gray

PROTOS® Helmet
 PROTOS® – from ancient Greek, THE FIRST – is the 
first integral protective helmet of its kind. Over 12 
years of development process, aimed at integrating 
ear, face and neck protection, with a chinstrap and 
rear ventilation between the inner and outer shell. 
Chin strap, visor, neck protection, ear protection - 
EVERYTHING is integrated and modular, making 
the PROTOS one of the most safe and comfortable 
helmets for arborists ever.
 The PROTOS has a very wide field of view compared 
to most helmets on the market with maximum all-
around-visibility. The neck protection scarf protects 
the back of the head from falls or blows and averts 
the danger of skull base fracture. The sporty 2-color 
combination has 35% more viewing area. The strong 
resulting increased visibility gives the wearer a great 
advantage in poor visibility conditions (foliage, conif-
erous forest, sunlight, etc.) in all seasons. Through the 
special damping structure (3-point suspension and 
shock absorber) of the inner shell, shocks are damped 
and not transmitted directly to the head or spine.
 For the first time, with the certification of the 
EN 397 and EN 12492 standards, PROTOS can offer 
protection against not only vertical, but also horizon-
tal shocks. This results in a new type of  all-round 
protection. Due to its sophisticated inner shell, the 
helmet can perfectly match your head shape. In case 
of exposure to a force, the energy is distributed over 
a large area and absorbed.
 As the hearing protection is always in both an 
active and passive state on the head, it serves as an 
additional impact protection. The safety ventilation 
slidegate valve provides multiple safety to the point 
where it matters most. Horizontal and vertical shocks 
are absorbed by the additional shell before forces can 
act on the main helmet. 5-layer shock absorption by 
the Crash Absorber. Thanks to 95% air and 5% Koroyd, 
air circulation is slightly impaired. The Crash Absorber 
makes impact marks visible, thereby indicating the 
wearer the need to replace the head protection.
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Super Plasma Work

Super Plasma Work High-Visibility

Super Plasma Helmet Accessories

Screened ventilation Lamp strap Easy adjustment Ring for fastening 
helmet to saddle

Accessory attachment 
points built in

White

White

Orange

Red

Red

Lime

Yellow

Yellow

Black Blue

35808 $6995 Super Plasma Work Visor - Silver

33803 $5995               Super Plasma Work Visor - Smoke

33802 $4995               Super Plasma Work Visor - Clear

35810 $895 Kask Helmet Bag - Protects your visor

33550 $1895              Internal Helmet Padding (not pictured)

33739 $3995              Winter Cap (not pictured)

Kask calls their silver visor, 
“Silver Mirror”, but as you can 
see in the photo, it’s very much 
see-thru, with slight silver tint.

Super Plasma Work Helmets
    There once was a time when the only helmet available over eighty 
bucks was found on the football field. Today there’s hardly a reputable 
bike shop in town with helmets under a hundred. So why is it that 
those, who not only wear a helmet daily but actually test its function 
seem surprised when good and comfortable headwear approach the 
hundred dollar mark? Well don’t freak now…
    Plasma work helmets were designed for professional applications. 
They are lightweight, tough, and uber-comfortable. Every helmet 
contains ten aluminum-grilled air vents that provide efficient cooling 
and ventilation while blocking out debris. The rubberized wheel for 
headband size adjustment is easy to use even while wearing gloves.
    The high-density ABS plastic outer shell is designed to withstand 
significant impact from above, and meets CE EN 397 and CE EN 12492 
standards. The high-density polystyrene inner shell has ducts, allow-
ing for natural air flow and heat cycling. Inner padding consists of 
two pieces—a soft polyethelene headband and disc, both of which are 
removable and washable. The liner is made of anti-allergic, moisture-
absorbent, odor-resistant fabric.
    The chin strap is designed with four fasten points to reduce risk of 
helmet loss from impact (breaking strength more than 50 decanewtons, 
or 112.4 pounds; CE EN 12492 mountaineering helmet standard). Kask’s 
safety release system allows for quick fastening and unfastening. Soft 
polyethylene side retractors regulate strap length for various head 
shapes. The red-colored ring on one of the straps is provided for fasten-
ing the helmet to a saddle. The lamp-carrying clips, made from sturdy 
nylon 6.6, are compatible with most strap-type headlamps.

WARNING - Plasma helmets meet ANSI Z89-1 Type I (top impact), Class C 
(no electrical protection) standards for industrial head protection.

Specifications:
Outer shell - ABS plastic

Inner lining - fully washable

Weight - 380g /0.84 lb (visor and ear muffs are not included)

Note: Kask helmets sold at SHERRILLtree are made specifically for the 
US. Kask helmets sourced from Europe may not meet ANSI standards 
for impact or have muff brackets and other features found in helmets 
sold at SHERRILLtree.

KASKSPW $12995               Super Plasma Work - specify color

KASKSHV $13995               Super Plasma Work Hi-Viz - specify color
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Zenith Helmet Accessories

Kask Hearing Protection Muffs
Works with Super Plasma and Zenith Helmets
These sleek new hearing muffs from Kask meets: ANSI S3.19, EN 352,  
and CSA A standards. Available in three levels of hearing protection, 
these muffs work with Kask's Super Plasma and Zenith helmets.

39531 $1895 Visor Adapters 
Required for attaching visor to Zenith helmet

39532 $2295               Carrier for Mesh Visor

39529 $4995               Full Face Mesh Visor

39526 $5495 Clear Visor

39527 $6495              Smoke Visor

39528 $7995              Silver Visor (see Mirror note on Plasma visor photo)

38146 $2495 SC1 Green - Protects up to 22 dB

38147 $2995              SC2 Yellow - Protects up to 24 dB

38148 $3295              SC3 Orange - Protects up to 27 dB

Zenith Helmet
 Finally … a Class E–rated helmet from Kask.  Retaining all the 
comfort of your current beloved Kask, the new Zenith features strong 
nylon removable lamp carrying clips, an “Eco-Leather” chin pad with 
Eco-Leather chinstrap—both anallergic and washable—and a Sani-
tized®  treatment that acts as an internal deodorant counteracting 
the development of unpleasant odors.  Just like rubbing deodorant on 
your stinky dome!  High-tech 3D fabric dries very quickly, helping to 
wick moisture away from your head.   
 The innovative Up & Down 2.0 technology ensures a precise and 
comfortable fit around the back of the head. The center wheel and 
the two side wings allow quick adjustment of the helmet, not only in 
width but also height and tilt.  An attachment is provided for Zenith 
visors.  Also features an integrated slot for earmuffs with a bayonet 
attachment. 

Zenith helmets meet ANSI Z89-1 Type I (top impact), Class E (electrical 
shock protection) standards for industrial head protection.

Specifications:
Outer shell - ABS plastic

Internal shell - HD Polystyrene

Inner lining - Washable by hand or machine  
in cold water, no detergents or solvents

Weight - 420g /0.92 lb

ZENITH $13495               Zenith Helmet - specify color

ZENITHHV $14995               Zenith Helmet Hi-Viz - specify color

Zenith High-Visibility

White Yellow Lime

Zenith

White Orange RedYellow Black Blue

Visor Adapters Mesh Visor Carrier

NEW
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VIZIR

White RedYellow

FEATURES

• CenterFit adjustment system that keeps your head 
centered

• Dual headband adjusters above the ears that can 
be manipulated while wearing gloves

• External ventilation adjusters

• Adaptable for use with accessories, including the 
Vizir face shield and Pixa head lamp (see pg. 132)

 The new Alveo (from the Italian word “alveo,” meaning a depres-
sion hollowed out of solid matter) is a sporty yet highly functional 
helmet design that’s an offshoot of Petzl’s popular Vertex. Weighing 
in 25% lighter than the Vertex, the Alveo utilizes a comfortable and 
cool polystyrene foam liner (similar to the Kask brand) that absorbs 
incidental or higher-impact blows by deformation. Also, Petzl’s latest 
CenterFit adjustment system ensures optimal centering and stability of 
the helmet and has strategically located rollers that allow adjustment 
with gloves on. 
 The Alveo Vent’s large ventilation holes keep you cool in hot weather, 
while the Alveo solid shell (without ventilation) was designed to meet 
electrical hazard standards. Each Alveo model includes side slots for 
mounting hearing protection, as well as inserts for accepting a Vizir face 
shield and a slot for mounting a Pixa head lamp. Four clips are included 
for mounting a head lamp with elastic headband, and the integrated, 
comfortable chin strap limits risk of losing the Alveo in case of a fall 
(breaking strength greater than 50 daN). This lightweight, innovative 
safety helmet from Petzl is an extremely comfortable choice for keeping 
falling tree parts from, well, making a depression in your solid matter.

ALBT $10995              Alveo Best - specify color when ordering

ALVT $10995               Alveo Vent - specify color when ordering

33687 $5695             VIZIR Face Shield - Clear - fits both Vent And Best

35822 $6195 VIZIR Face Shield - Tinted - fits both Vent And Best

Alveo Vent

Alveo Best

Now meets ANSI ratings.
Fits Alveo helmets

Petzl Alveo

Fatalities

There’s no sugar-coating it; tree work is a dangerous profession and when 
accidents happen, they can be fatal. That is why it’s absolutely critical to take 
the necessary precautions when doing your job. There are no guarantees, but 
if you’re diligent with your safety with proper protective gear, procedures and 
planning, you greatly minimize the chance of an accident.

The emergency room data on fatalities involving trees from 2006-2013 gives 
a sobering look at the types of fatal accidents that plague our industry. The 5 
most common are:

1. Ground workers struck by limb (ANSI Z133 8.2.2 addresses this issue)

2. Climber falls with failing tree (ANSI Z133 8.5.7)

3. Climbers falls, branch tie in breaks (ANSI Z133 8.1.27)

4. Aerial lift operator touches wire (ANSI Z133 4.1.3)

5. Climber touches wire with branch (ANSI Z133 4.2.7)

We know this isn’t a pleasant topic, but there’s some tree folks out there that 
definitely need to hear it. They’ve got a list of reasons why they don’t need a 
helmet, or they don’t want to use this, or that, or etc... 

It’s our hope, and our focus, to promote safety every chance we get; to get 
that light bulb in someone’s head to turn on.  Quite simply, we care about our 
customers and want them to stay safe.

Alveo Vent meets  
ANSI Z89.1 Type 1 Class C

Alveo Best meets  
ANSI Z89.1 Type 1 Class E
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Vertex Best

Petzl Vertex
FEATURES
• CenterFit adjustment system that keeps your head centered
• Dual headband adjusters above the ears that can be manipulated while wearing gloves
• External ventilation adjusters
• Adaptable for use with accessories, including the Vizir face shield and Pixa head lamp 

(see pg. 132)

 The Vertex (meaning “the peak of a pyramid”) is without question the most sought-after head protection in all work-at-
height professions. Tune into the world news on any given week, and you’re likely to spot this distinctive head protection 
donned by the latest hero preparing to save the day. Although not everyone can afford the very best, those who truly 
value cranial safety find a way to acquire a Vertex.
 Weighing in at only 4 ounces more than the new Alveo models, the 16-ounce Vertex utilizes a six-point suspension 
mesh liner that some believe to be a bit cooler than other helmets by providing air space between the shell and the top 
of your noggin. Another difference of the Vertex Vent model is the newly redesigned, externally adjustable ventilation 
shutters (with the Alveo, the vents cannot be closed). All of the new Vertexes come standard with side slots for mount-
ing a wide variety of hearing protection, inserts for accepting a Vizir face shield, a slot for mounting a Pixa headlamp, 
and four clips for mounting an elastic headband–style lamp. Like all Petzl helmets, the Vertex is secured to your head 
with a comfortable and easily adjustable chin strap to limit the risk of losing the helmet from impact or in case of a fall 
(breaking strength greater than 50 daN). If the ultimate is what you seek, pick a Vertex for your peak.
CERTIFICATIONS:
 Vertex Vent meets ANSI Z89.1 Type 1 Class C, UIAA, and CE EN 12492 and 397 standards for top-side impact and use 
in low temperatures.
 Vertex Best meets ANSI Z89.1 Type 1 Class E, and CE EN 397 and 12492 standards for impact; EN 50365 for electrical 
insulation; and optional requirements of EN 397 for molten metal splash, lateral deformation, and use in low temperatures.

Petzl Elios
 Features a single adjustment wheel in back, adjustable 
chinstrap and thermoformed outer shell providing lightness, 
protection, and comfort. Exterior hooks accommodate most 
headlamp. Certification: CE, UIAA.  Does not meet ANSI.

EHS1 $5995               White or blue, 12 oz.

EHS2 $5995               White or blue, 12 oz.

Size 1 - fits 48-56cm (18.9 in. - 22.0 in.)

Size 2 - fits 53-61cm (20.9 in. - 24.0 in.)

Vertex Vent

White Black

VVH $11495               Vertex Vent - specify color when ordering

VBTH $11495              Vertex Best - specify color when ordering

33687 $5695             VIZIR Face Shield - Clear - fits both Vent And Best

35822 $6195 VIZIR Face Shield - Tinted - fits both Vent And Best

35755 $6695 VIZEN Full Face Shield - fits both Vent And Best

RedOrangeYellow

VIZIR

Now meets
ANSI ratings.

Fits 2011 and 
newer versions of 
the Vertex helmet.

VIZEN
• Ultra-wrap shield that preserves 

peripheral vision.

• Mounting inserts for easy installation on 
VERTEX and ALVEO helmets

• Pivots quickly from “work” position to 
“storage” position on top of the helmet

• Scratch- and fog-resistant

• Meets ANSI requirements
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Rockman Helmets

Great Fit! Great Protection! Great Value!

   This drawing illustrates the ease at which heavy 
tasks can be managed by one or few workers utilizing 
block & tackle. With just a little rigging, our awesome 
“Arbor-girl” takes on the might of several men and is 
enabled to first lift and then control this widow maker 
safely to the ground.

   Please, exercise extreme caution whenever rigging 
within a tree. Make sure that what you’re rigging from 
is strong enough to withstand an accidental shock 
load. Never secure yourself in to the same crotch 
you’re rigging from and always have ground personnel 
within earshot to help if things don’t go as planned.

Lift and Drop

Dielectric Helmet

Rockman’s Premium Forestry Helmet

 Constructed of ABS (acrylonitrile butadiene styrene thermoplastic), Rockman has produced 
this highly impact resistant yet lightweight shell (only 360 grams) that is secondly reinforced 
against incredible side impacts. ANSI and CE approved, the Rockman design includes a rain 
trough that protects from even continuous flow of rainwater. For better vision, especially 
when you need to look up, the visor has been shortened compared to other forestry designs. 
For ventilation, there are twenty 3-millimeter hole-lets at the top of the shell which offer 
better airflow than those positioned at the sides of a helmet. Rockman’s 6-point suspension 
provides a comfortable fit while sporting an easy dial-and-lock adjustment that keeps the 
skull-conforming headband coolly on your head, even in rough activity. A low nape strap is 
incorporated to prevent movement and shifting of the helmet, while an optional quad-point 
chinstrap keeps the helmet in place even while upside down. A sweatband made of non-
allergenic fleece is also provided to prevent sweat from getting into your eyes. Certification: 
ANSI  Z89.1, Class C.

2

3

4

5

1

Rockman Helmet Accessories

• Six-point textile suspension

• Standard four-point chin strap included

• Solid and comfortable

• ABS construction and energy-absorbing shape

• Meets related ANSI standards and is CE certified

• Comes in both dielectric and forestry versions

• Offered in a variety of colors

• Adaptable to include accessories such as visors, ear muffs, and more.

ROCF $3895               Specify color when ordering

ROCD $3895               Specify color when ordering

Forestry Helmet

33490 $7195               Sold as complete set (pictured), chinstrap not included.

1 33249 $1995               6-Point Adjustable Ratcheting suspension

2 33246 $1595               Visor Carrier (For use with ear muffs)

3 33245 $1895               Chinstrap

4 33250 $3195               Ear Muffs - 24 dB NRR (Noise Reduction Rating

5 33248 $1695               Nylon Mesh Visor

White

White

Yellow

Yellow

Orange

Orange Red

Red Green
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WBH $14995               1.15 lbs., specify color when ordering

30316 $2395               Ratcheting Head Band (no ribbon)

Complete hard hat system for forestry and agriculture. Screen and 
muffs can be placed in up or down positions. Protective eyewear 
should be worn under faceshields at all times. Water-resistant 
PVC coated nylon front visor helps keep water and debris from 
falling behind faceshield. The LumberJack earmuffs (NRR 23 dB, 
CSA Class A) provide effective hearing protection, and fold easily 
up out of the way when not in use. With earmuffs and face shield.

3M™ LumberJack™ Hard Hat System 
Certification:
ANSI/ISEA Z89.1-2009 Type 1 Class E

Helmet Accessories

inside Pacific
helmet

Brimmed Helmet
Certification: ANSI  Z89.1, Class C

Wide-Brim Helmet
Certification: ANSI  Z89.1,
Class G, EC

Does not support muffs
or face shield.
6-point suspension.

     Little needs to be said about the quality of 
life preceding a serious and unprotected head 
blow, except perhaps .. . that some people 
choose to put their money (near) where their 
mouth is. Helmet wearers in many facets of 
work and rescue are discovering the value of 
Pacific’s super-strong helmets. Kevlar helmets 
have long been standard issue in the military 
for strength-to-weight ratios and have now 
found their way into the industrial sector (and 
who said war was all bad?). Pacific helmets 
have dial-ratchet adjustment on 6-point sus-
pension, along with a unique and comfortable 
3-point chin strap system. Ear muff brackets 
are now standard equipment on this helmet. 

3M™ Helmets
Certification:  ANSI/ISEA Z89.1-2009 Type 1 Class E

Custom logo imprinting
available with purchase
of 100 or more helmets. 

3M™ Earmuff, Visor and Seal
Fits 3M slotted hard hats.
Not for wide-brim helmets.

15773 $7295               1.45 lbs., muffs and face sheild included

SET50N $6495               9.6 oz.

PWBH $1795               17.6 oz., specify color when ordering

PHEL $1525               15.2 oz., specify color when ordering

White Yellow Orange

White Yellow

White Orange Green

Pacific Helmets with Kevlar® Shell

1 15876 $1995               Nylon mesh face sheild. Requires earmuffs. (Only for 3M™ helmets)

2 15820 $3295               Earmuffs only. 6.4 oz. 23 dB NRR, for 3M, Pacific, Petzl, and Kask  helmets

3 33288 $3195 Optime™ 105 Ear Muffs by 3M™ Peltor™, 105 dBA

4 15818 $1295               Earmuff hygiene kit. Foam filled cushions and dampers.

5 15691 $495               Chin strap only (Fits 3M™ helmets)

2

3

1

4

5
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15709 $925               Banded Hearing Protection

33731 $2995               Tikka

33733 $3995               Pixa 1

15843 $59995               For Aerial Rescue Training

15878 $995               Orange

3M™ E-A-R™ Caboflex™ Banded Hearing Protection
 Caboflex™ banded hearing protector features soft, coni-
cal tips that swivel for easier fitting and greater comfort. 
The flexible band can be worn under the chin for use 
with hard hats and is ideal for intermittent hearing 
protection needs. NRR 20 dB when worn under-
the-chin, 17 dB when worn behind-the-head.

BUY 5

SAVE
10%

Fox 40 Whistle 
   The Fox 40 is perhaps the most advanced whistle in the 
world. The unique patented design has no moving parts 
and can easily generate an ear-piercing 115 decibels! 
One quick blow clears the sound chamber of water or 
loose dirt for powerful, clear sound. Used worldwide by 
lifeguards, military, search and rescue, law enforcement, 
tree climbers, groundsworkers, etc. Save your vocal cords 
the stress of getting someone’s attention, with a FOX.

Rescue Joe Training Dummy by Estex
 Rescue Joe is designed for training in aerial rescue. Although most-
popular among fire and rescue services, Joe has an equally important 
place within mid-sized tree and utility services. This 6-foot duck 
canvas mannequin has zip-up pockets for stuffing plastic pellets (not 
included) to approximate the weight and bulk of an unconscious 
human in need of rescue. Stitched-in loops, back and front, provide 
full support to most rescue needs or provide anchorage to fasten 
additional safety saddle wear. All compartments are easily acces-
sible through large, zippered openings, designed to hold proper 
weighted fill material (plastic pellets are best).

Petzl Head Lamps

3M™ E-A-R™ Classic™ Soft Earplugs
 Still one of the most widely used foam earplugs today, the 3M™ 
E-A-R™ Classic™ earplug is an economical, reliable choice in hearing 
protection. Slow recovery, low-pressure foam conforms to the shape of 
the earcanal to help create a comfortable, snug noise barrier.  Flame-
resistant and moisture-resistant.  NRR 29 dB.

15710 $3795               Loose Plugs (200 pair)

15714 $2295               String attached (50 pair)

15712 $6295               String attached (200 pair)

28965 $1995               Set of 5

Terrycloth Helmet Sweatbands
 If the sweatband in your helmet looks like something the cat draged in, then 
consider a set of our washable headbands. These terrycloth bands fit most safety 
helmets, are washable, and provide unsurpassed sweat absorption while helping 
to comfortably hold helmet in place.

3M™ Peltor™ Earmuffs
 Bright orange colored earmuffs for added 
visibility.Adjustable and tough steel headband 
with comfortable, padded top. 23 dB NRR (Noise 
Reduction Rating) muffs with interchangeable, and 
hygienically safe ear covers.

15821 $3195               Orange

Tikka
The Tikka offers a wide beam with two lighting modes which are accessed by a simple 
electronic push-button switch. In maximum mode, the LED delivers 80 lumens of light and 
provides enough light to see over a distance of 40 meters. The economic mode optimizes 
battery life and therefore provides a long burn-time of up to 120 hours.

Pixa 1
Petzls most durabale Headlamp, it's highly shock, crush, water , and chemical resistant. 
Pixa 1 offers a wide, uniform beam, designed for close-range work. Keeps the hands free 
for work: may be worn on the head with the headband, mounted on a helmet, or placed 
on the ground. 2 lighting modes: 20 lm bright at 10 meters for 5 hours, or 50 lm at 15 
meters for 3 hours. Reserve brightness runs 20 lm at 5 meters for 15 hours.
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HALO Head Bands
 Very simply the most functional headband 
known to working man! Halo headbands utilize 
Angelic technology to move the sweat that 
normally flows into your eyes and magically 
direct it down the sides of your face. Okay, I 
made up the “Angelic” part, but the Halo gutter 
that directs sweat to the sides of your face re-
ally works, and the Dryline® fabric evaporates 
moisture incredibly fast!

A patented water-tight gutter 
directs sweat away from eyes

A
B

C

A 32420 $2595               SOLAR Bandana

B 31554 $2495               Bandana

C 31553 $1595               Headband

Arborists’  
Certification  
Study Guide   
3rd edition
by International Society of 
Arboriculture
 The much-anticipated third 
edition of the study guide is 
now available – in living color! 
Arborists’ Certification Study 
Guide is a complete study 
resource, developed for use in 
preparing for the ISA Certified 
Arborist exam. The third edition 
has been expanded to include 
new and updated information 
from research and practice, 325 
full-color images, and a new chapter – Urban Forestry – which discusses the 
management of larger populations of trees in the urban area. Each chapter 
is designed as an educational text to focus on relevant topics in arboricul-
ture with a workbook section and sample test questions at the end of each 
chapter. Also included is a comprehensive glossary of arboricultural terms 
and a valuable list of additional resources. This study guide is a must-have 
for ISA Certified Arborist candidates, and provides unlimited usefulness as a 
foundation and reference for all tree care professionals. softcover, 352 pp., 
glossary, index.
 Chapter topics include: Tree Biology • Tree Identification • Soil Science • 
Water Management • Tree Nutrition and Fertilization • Tree Selection • Instal-
lation and Establishment • Pruning • Tree Support and Protection Systems 
• Diagnosis and Plant Disorders • Plant Health Care • Tree Assessment and 
Risk Management • Trees and Construction • Urban Forestry • Tree Worker 
Safety • Climbing and Working in Trees

16193 $12495               English Version

31561 $4995               Audio Version on CD

27704 $12495               Versión de Español

Product and Technique Videos
www.YouTube.com/SHERRILLtree

We've been steadily releaseing videos to our Youtube channel, reviewing techniques 
and product spotlights. The results have been great, and we look to continue these 
efforts throughout 2016, dedicating even more time to producing videos. 

Video topics will range from product focused, to walking through certain 
techniques. As always, we’re not looking to be a substitution for proper hands-on 
training; we just want to help our customers feel confident in choosing, and using, 
the gear that fits their needs.

If there’s a specific product or topic you’d like us to cover, we’d like to know!  
Just email us at Videos@SHERRILLtree.com. Subscribe to our YouTube channel at 
YouTube.com/SHERRILLtree today!
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SHERRILLtree Chainsaw-Protective Climbing Pants
 Personal protective equipment is no joke.  It is the 
first and vital step to working safe day in and day out. 
But, as the name implies, it is personal—personal in 
choice, fit, and comfort.  PPE that is uncomfortable, hot, 
and burdensome is about as useless as wet toilet paper!
 Enter the new chainsaw pants from SHERRILLtree—
the climbing pants adapted for tree work by tree work-
ers.  At a mere 2.8 lbs they are lighter than most on the 
market.  Constructed of Armortex® abrasion-resistant 
fabrics featuring DuPont® KEVLAR®, they are as tough 
as you and your work.
 Reinforced at the crotch, knees, and inside the calf, they 
can handle the sit, stand, climb, cut, squat, and crawl that 
tree climbers dish out. Wide belt loops and suspender 
buttons  along with really comfortable waist elastic will 
keep these pants on any arborist—even those who suffer 
from the all-too-common “noassatall” syndrome.
 Angled front pockets have zippers to keep sawdust out 
or, conversely, to keep it in when you walk through your 
kitchen because you forgot to close them on the job!
Functional rear pocket and a generous leg cargo pocket, 
complete with sleeve for your cell also have zippers and/
or Velcro.  Use both, use one—your choice.
 The cuffs have Velcro cinching so you can seal off the 
tops of your boots to prevent sawdust from getting in.
 The abrasion-resistant, two-way stretch fabric in 
front—and the dirt- and oil-resistant, antibacterial, 
four-way stretch in the back—work together to cover the 
six layers of breathable warp-knitted, type-A chainsaw 
protection.  This gives you the protection you need with  
the comfort and maneuverability you demand from 
protective apparel. 
 Conforms to OSHA, ASTM F1897, ANSI Z133, 
Canada's BNQ, and UL Classified.

32 inch inseam

waist: 28-30 STCP-28-30-32 $22995               
waist: 32-34 STCP-32-34-32 $22995               
waist: 36-38 STCP-36-38-32 $22995               

34 inch inseam
waist: 32-34 STCP-32-34-34 $22995               
waist: 36-38 STCP-36-38-34 $22995               

6-layer Engtex® type-A protection

Velcro cinch straps let you seal the pants over 
the top of your boots

Angled front pockets with zippers

Positive reinforcement when you’re tying your 
boots. “CUT SAFE” and “CLIMB SAFE”.

NOW MEETS  

CANADIAN SAFETY 

STANDARDS!

LIGHTWEIGHT!
ONLY 2.8 LBS!

MEETS CANADIAN BNQ 
SAFETY STANDARDS!
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Husqvarna Chainsaw Pants
 According to the U.S. Consumer Product Safety Commission, there were more 
than 28,500 chain-saw injuries in 1999, with the average injury requiring more than 
90 stitches and costing in excess of $12,000 for health care and lost wages. 
 It’s likely that the majority of chain-saw injuries are to inexperienced users, but 
it’s believed that the most severe happen to professionals—those of us feeling quite 
comfortable with the biggest, most powerful of screaming power saws. Although 
a great many American saw users do not wear saw protection, I personally know a 
lot of pro-arborists who do (some having met or eye-witnessed someone injured) 
and who are long past the mind-hurdle that a $100 or hot legs is too much to pay 
for employees required to run different saws all week. 
 Husqvarna chainsaw protective “summer pants” can be worn all day just like 
regular pants and are machine washable. The articulated knees reduce pull at the 
waist when bending and stooping, keeping the waist from dragging down exces-
sively. Large, vented front and back pockets, as well as a cargo leg pocket, provide 
ample storage while the Caribou outer fabric is very durable, water-repellant, cool, 
and, of utmost importance—comfortable. Six layers of chainsaw protective material 
cover the front, sides, and calves while the backside is a fully breathable (non-saw-
jamming) polyester fabric. Conforms to OSHA, ASTM F1897, ANSI Z133, and UL 
Classified.
 We suggest buying pants slightly loose and using suspenders. This popular wear-
ing style among woodsmen greatly improves air circulation up through the waist, 
where heat tends to build. Buttons are inside for suspender use, and loops along 
the waist are for a belt. Suspenders available. Call our customer service department 
for details.

1. Elasticized waist band for broad fit range
2. Zippered pockets keep chips out
3. Articulated knees mean comfortable stooping
4. Zippered for easy boot access
5. Heavy-duty belt loop design

6. Inside buttons for air circulating suspender use
7. Cargo leg pocket for easy cell phone access
8. Cool, breathable and water repellant
 Caribou fabric
9. 6-layer chainsaw protection front, sides, calves
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HCP-28-30-32 $12095               32" Inseam, small

HCP-32-34-32 $12095               32" inseam, medium

HCP-36-38-32 $12095               32" inseam, large

HCP-40-42-32 $12095               32" inseam, x-large

HCP-32-34-34 $12095               34" inseam, medium

HCP-36-38-34 $12095               34" inseam, large

HCP-40-42-34 $12095               34" inseam, x-large

SIZE WAIST

small 28-30 in.

medium 32-34 in.

large 36-38 in.

x-large 40-42 in.

Chaps with lower leg wrap-around

SHERRILLtree Chainsaw Chaps
 SHERRILLtree chainsaw chaps—a blend of great chain-
saw protection and a great price. Professional-duty from 
the start, with  ASTM UL-approved eight-layer polyester 
cocooned in 600D polyester makes durability and long-term 
wear a given.  High-quality compression snaps and closures 
ensure a good fit with the ability to take the abuse of tree 
folk and our demanding work sites.
 PPE is the first step in professionalism and safety.  Make 
sure you and your crew are up to standard and using the 
best PPE, properly. Waist fits up to 48 inches.

ANSI Z133 - 2012 (3.4.10) states that:

Cut-resistant leg protection shall be worn while 
operating a chain saw during ground operations.

STCS-M $4995 Medium (32" OUTSEAM)

STCS-L $4995 Large (36" OUTSEAM)

STCS-XL $4995 X-Large (40" OUTSEAM)

STCW-M $6995 Medium (32” OUTSEAM)

STCW-L $6995 Large (36” OUTSEAM)

STCW-XL $6995 X-Large (40” OUTSEAM)

Regular Chaps

Chaps with Lower Leg Wrap-Around

NEW
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Arborwear 
Double Thick Sweatshirts
Pullover and Full Zip
 Designed for maximum warmth and rugged du-
rability. Considered by new buyers as “the mother of 
all sweatshirts”, Arborwear delivers this cozy shell 
with 2 layers of 100% preshrunk cotton fleece, with 
gusseted armpits for greater freedom of movement 
and an oversized hood for helmet coverage. The 
neck does not have a drawstring because, as the 
designers point out “who wants a string around 
their neck when operating our machinery?”
 These preshrunk sweatshirts are true to their 
size, so if you prefer a baggy sweatshirt, you may 
consider ordering a size larger than you would a 
regular sweatshirt.

Available in S, M, L, XL

Arborwear Tech T Long and 
Short Sleeve T-Shirts
 Let the real you come through. And by 
you, we mean sweat. This 15% cotton / 
85% polyester blend feels like your favorite 
worn in t-shirt yet wicks moisture away like 
none you've worn before. Made with Dri-
Release with the natural odor neutralizer, 
Fresh-Guard, even when the sweat comes 
through, the shirt will smell like it just came 
out of the wash. Because Fresh Guard is a 
bacteristat, it creates an environment in the 
fabric that bacteria will not thrive in and 
keeps bacteria growth from happening to 
begin with. In short, it doubles as a great 
undershirt when you run out of deodorant.

Available in S, M, L, XL

AWTTS $2195               Short sleeve

AWTTL $2495               Long sleeve

black forest
green

navy safety
yellow

titanium burnt
orange

cobalt

blackgreynavy forest 
green

safety 
yellow

safety 
orange

Transpiration T-Shirt
 Transpiration is a term used to 
describe how plants absorb moisture 
and release the vapor into the atmo-
sphere. What better term to describe 
our lineup of 100% polyester tops 
that are designed to move sweat away 
from the body and evaporate into the 
air. The result is a t-shirt that keeps 
you cool and dry while limiting your 
stench factor. Regular fit with flat lock 
seams throughout for a comfortable 
fit. Just think, you'll finally be cool and 
smell fresh!

Available in S, M, L, XL

AWTT $2195               Short sleeve

black chestnut forest
green

athletic
grey

navy safety
yellow

burnt
orange

Double Thick Pullover AWDTS $7995               ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓
Double Thick Full Zip ADFZS $8995 ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓
Single Thick Pullover (not shown) AWSTS $5495 ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓
Single Thick Full Zip (not shown) ASFZS $5995 ✓ ✓ ✓

Pullover

Full Zip

Full Zip

FIND ALL ARBORWEAR CLOTHING AND ACCESSORIES AT SHERRILLtree.com
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AWCP $11495               
We stock even sizes between  
32 x 32 and 36 x 36. We can special  
order additional sizes upon request.

ARBST $15995               
We stock even sizes between  
32 x 32 and 36 x 36. We can special  
order additional sizes upon request.

Arborwear Canopy Clothing
 Climb high and free in these babies! 
Utilizing the popular stretch tech fabric 
made from a Nylon and Elasthane blend, 
Arborwear has made a set of clothing that 
is super lightweight, breathable and moves 
with your every move.

Canopy Jacket
Articulated elbows prevent the jacket from 
shifting around as you work. Two hand-
warmer pockets with zippers will keep your 
hands a welcome break from cold weather, 
as weill the storm cuff with Velcro tabs. A 
convenient zip chest pocket lets you keep 
things within reach. Like the Canopy Pants, 
the jacket also has a Teflon® water and oil 
resistant coating.

Canopy Pants
Two front pockets and two rear pockets (one 
zippered) along with a side leg zip pocket. 
Add in a Teflon® coating for water and oil 
resistance and you have a pair of pants that 
work hard to keep you working hard. Both 
knees are articulated and a straight leg 
design to fit over boots. They even fit over 
slippers They’re that comfy.

Arborwear Ascender Clothing
 When you are climber, it’s imperative to 
have clothing that’s extremely durable, in-
credibly comfortable, breathable and stretch 
with every move you make. Made from a 
blend of 4-way stretch 89% Nylon and 11% 
Elasthane, with Teflon® Fabric Protector, that 
repels most water and oil-based liquids—
gives you clothes that work hard to keep you 
working hard.

Ascender Jacket
4-Way Stretch Tech Nylon. Abrasion Resistant 
Reinforced Shoulders and Elbows. 2 Zip Hand-
warmer Pockets. 2 Zippered Chest Pockets. 
Teflon® Fabric Protector Repels most Water 
and Oil-Based Liquids. Zippered Cuffs. 

Ascender Pants
Made from with the Rugged Gusset™ crotch 
to ensure your legs are covered but free to 
move as they wish. Two front pockets and 
two rear pockets along with a side cargo 
pocket and utility pocket. Both knees are 
articulated and reinforced with fabric for 
extreme abrasion resistance and the zippered 
18” cuffs with Velcro tabs ensure a custom 
fit over boots.

charcoalcharcoal blackblack oliveolive driftwooddriftwood

charcoal black
charcoal black

AWCY $13495               S, M, L or XL
AWAJ $17995               S, M, L or XL

driftwood forest green

AWTP2 $7995               
We stock even sizes between  
32 x 32 and 36 x 36. We can special  
order additional sizes upon request.

Arborwear Tech II Pant
• 7 oz. Nylon

• 3-Piece Rugged Gusset™ Crotch

• Mesh Pocket Linings For Breathability

• Teflon® Fabric Protector Repels Most Water 
And Oil-Based Liquids

• Contoured Cargo Pockets

• Double Layer, Articulated Knees

• Quick Drying, Upf Rated 50+

AWOP $5495               Available in the above 5 colors

AWLP $5495               Available in Diesel, Moss & Khaki

diesel mosschestnut maple driftwood

khaki

Arborwear Original Tree Climber’s Pant
• 12.5 oz. Ringspun Cotton Canvas

• Double Knee

• 4 Pockets Plus Utility Pocket

• YKK® Zipper

• Rugged Gusset™ Crotch

• Boot Friendly Work Cuff

ORIGINAL (12.5 oz. Cotton Canvas)

LIGHTWEIGHT (10 oz. Cotton Canvas)

We stock even sizes between  
32 x 32 and 36 x 36. We can special  
order additional sizes upon request.
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Arbpro EVO
Climbing Boots
 High performance climb-
ing boots specially designed 
for arborists. The slim de-
sign and the custom made 
high grip Vibram® sole with 
Climbing Zone tip, offer op-
timal grip in every situation, 
even on narrow crotches. 
 The new lacing system 
provides maximum stability 
without metal hooks that can 
damage your rope. The upper 
portion of the EVO boot is 
made of premium quality 
Perwanger leather with rub-
ber profile and maximum 
breathability.  Water resistant. 
EVO boots have a premium 
leather lining for maximum 
comfort, making these a great 
pair of boots.

Arbpro CLIP’N STEP Climbing Boots
 The ArbPro CLIP’N Step were designed to answer the call for a lightweight, flex-
ible, and ultra grippy arborist boot. Ideal for any climbing style, the CLIP’N STEP’s 
feature the brand new Vibram® IBEX sole with MEGAGRIP blend. This revolution-
ary blend offers excellent grip 
properties on both wet and dry 
surfaces while maintaining a 
high level of durability. The 
semi-rigid mid sole offers good 
combination between support 
and flexibility.
 CLIP’N STEP boots have 
an innovative foot step eyelet 
integrated into the boots. This 
allows you to clip to your foot-
strap, or foot ascender (such as 
the HAAS, not the Pantin) with 
a carabiner. The eyelet is NOT 
rated for life support.

EVO $22000               Available in men’s full and half sizes between 7-13CLIPNSTEP $23900               Available in men’s full and half sizes between 7-13
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Wesco Work Boots
 Arborists and utility workers who rely on 
dependable boots on and off the ground 
have put their trust in Wesco for genera-
tions. Wesco’s unwavering commitment to 
quality and 155 carefully finessed boot 
building steps, create the most sought after 
boots of any industry. The list of features 
show why the Highliner™ and Jobmaster™ 
boots are the top choice for arborists across 
the country.

• Rolled-leather top facing
• Solid brass studs and eyelets
• Full-leather gusset
• Full-leather counter pocket
• Heavy stitching for extra strength
• PORON® performance shock absorbing 

removable cushion inserts (F-Firm) 
20 lb. density with black Cambrelle® 
lining

• Full-leather vamp lined with leather
• #100 Vibram® sole
• Hard toe
• Sweat-resistant full-leather insole
• Non-corrosive, ribbed, slightly arched 

steel shank
• Full-leather midsole
• Leather heel base

Highliner™ 16"

NOT CHAIN SAW PROTECTIVE

NOT CHAIN SAW PROTECTIVE

NOT CHAIN SAW PROTECTIVE

Jobmaster™ 10"

Highliner™ 10"

HGHLR16 $43995              Highliner™ 16"

HGHLR10 $41495              Highliner™ 10"

JOBMTR $39395               Jobmaster™ 10"

widths
whole and 
half sizes

black D, E 6-13

redwood D 6-13

widths
whole and 
half sizes

black D, E, EE 7-13

brown D 7-13

black brown redwood

Lead times vary throughout the year. Addi-
tional boot widths are offered as a special 
order. Please inquire with our customer 
service staff for current lead times and 
special order boot widths.

AIRSTREAM $34995               Available in men’s full and half sizes between 7-13

Meindl Airstream Forestry Safety Boots
 Meindl Airstream boots are innovative safety footwear for chainsaw users 
with cut protection and steel toe caps. Designed to meet KWF demands, with 
features including a high front for cut protection with a 23 cm long tongue, 
two component 1215 polyurethane Iceland sole high-grip tread, skid-resistant 
edges and V-shaped profile for a clamping effect to stop lateral sliding. 
 Polyurethane midsole acts as a shock absorber, Vibram outer sole gives 
support in all directions. The innovative DiGAfix lacing system pulls deeper 
into the boot so the foot fits into the heel much better. Gore-Tex lining with 
MFSystem – specially developed foam padding; fits like a glove. AirRevolution 
system (AirStream) provides refreshingly high breathability, at about 33 % 
higher than the average of other Gore-Tex shoes. When walking, the tongue 
acts as a built-in pump system to remove moisture. Shaft height 17.5 cm, 
weight 2200 g (size 43). KWF tested in line with EN ISO 20345, Class II, SB 
and EN ISO 17249, Protection Class 1.

European Boot Size
Conversion Chart

US
Men's Europe UK

- 36 3.5

- 36/37 4

- 37 4.5

6 38 5

6.5 38/39 5.5

7 39 6

7.5 40 6.5

8 40/41 7

8.5 41 7.5

9 42 8

9.5 42/43 8.5

10 43 9

10.5 44 9.5

11 44/45 10

11.5 45 10.5

12 46 11

12.5 46/47 11.5

13 47 12

13.5 48 12.5

14 48/49 13

14.5 49 13.5

15 50 14

15.5 50/51 14.5

16 51 15

17 53 16

- 53/54 17

• Kevlar cut protection uppers
• Lining: Gore-Tex
• Foot bed: removable Air-Active 

drysole
• Sole: Meindl rubber multi-grip 

Vibram with self-cleaning pro-
file and abrasive areas for grip

• Polyurethane support zones in 
the heel wedge

Additional features found on Highliner™ boots:
• Leather side flap
•  Full leather 10-10H iron half-slip (7/32” thick for additional 

support in the arch)
•  Recessed metal breastplate in the heel for Gaff protection
•  Combined soling material including outsole is 1-3/8” thick

widths
whole and 
half sizes

black D, E, EE 6-13

brown D 6-13

redwood D, E 6-13

We’ve taken care of the size 
conversion for the Arbpro 
and Meindl boots, which 
are labeled with UK and 
European sizing on their 
tongues, and listed them in 
their US sizes.  If you wear a 
US size 9, then that’s exactly 
what you order. This chart 
shows the conversion, and 
you can check your boots 
against it upon receipt.
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35698 $895               Black frame/smoke lens35702 $895               Black frame/smoke lens

35700 $895               Black frame/smoke lens

Humboldt Camo

Timber

TimberKerf

Hinge

Hinge

Humboldt
Tinted

Humboldt Tint

Humboldt Clear

SHERRILLtree Safety Glasses
 Finally, a line of safety glasses a tree worker can call their own. SHERRILLtree Safety Glasses not only withstand 
the daily abuse from both climbers and groundies, but do it....with style. Don’t be fooled by their good looks; function 
does not take a backseat to fashion with this eye protection. Every style of SHERRILLtree Safety Glasses meets ANSI 
standards, and feature an 8 to 10 base curve for maximum side coverage, and superior peripheral vision. Plus, they offer 
99% protection against harmful UV rays.
 Every style of the SHERRILLtree Safety Glasses has polycarbonate lenses that are de-centered for optimal visual 
correctness, which would be pointless without the anti-fog coating. So whether you’re in the tree, or on the ground, 
you’ll be able to see clearly.
 “But how do they fit?” Good question! It really depends on the size of your head. The temples of the glasses are 
designed to gently curve with the natural shape of the head, with the end result being a snug, but comfortable fit that 
keeps the glasses from sliding around your face or slipping off while your climbing. For folks with larger noggins, the 
Hinge and Timber styles have a little more give in their frames, so they’d likely have a better feel. 

35699 $895               Black frame/smoke lens

Kerf

35701 $1195               Camo frame/smoke lens

Humboldt
Camo Tinted

Humboldt

36442 $995               Black frame/clear lens

Humboldt
Clear
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Allergy Relief

Spring time kicks off the busy season for many tree workers, but 
unfortunately, it also kicks off allergy season. Most people seek 
relief from over-the-counter solutions, but our friend Andy Moore 
suggested a different approach on our Facebook page, posting, 
“Eating local honey is the best way to grow immune to the pollen. 
Works every time.”

If you search the internet, you’ll find half the results confirm this 
tip, and the other half debunk it, so there’s no guarantee this is the 
end-all be-all cure. But, if you get hit hard by allergies and want to 
avoid the drugs, this is worth a shot.

Obviously, if your allergy symptoms persist or become too much to 
handle, make sure you see your physician immediately! 

15682 $1995               Bugz

Boas® and SupERBs® Safety Glasses
 These outstanding glasses are a far cry from the grungy woodshop goggles from 
junior high! The Boas® and SupERBs® provide great protection, without sacrificing 
style. The SupERBs® are similar to the Boas® but have an extra flare on the bottom of 
the lenses. The cool, lightweight polycarbonate frames fit just about everybody, and the 
wraparound design fits snugly for total optical protection. Both glasses meet the ANSI 
requirements and are inexpensive. Boas® and SupERBs® are the safety glasses to own!

Boas® SupERBs®

A 21829 $795               Boas® - Blue Tinted

B 24498 $595               Boas® - Clear

C 25087 $795               Boas® - Mirrored

D 21830 $595               Boas® - Tinted

E 22300 $595               Boas® - Amber

F 26607 $795               SupERBs® - Mirrored

G 26671 $795               SupERBs® - Tinted

A F

GB

C

D

E

Bugz
 Tired of having your glasses 
snatched off of your head by 
twigs or having to look between 
saw chips and sweat droplets? 
Bugz have a steel mesh lens that 
doesn’t fog or collect moisture, 
but circulates air to keep eyes 
dry and comfortable. Adjustable, 
elastic strap holds padded goggles 
safely in place. Do not meet ANSI 
standards.

33687 $5695             VIZIR Face Shield - Clear

35822 $6195 VIZIR Face Shield - Tinted

VIZIR
 Clear or tinted visor for your 
Petzl Vertex (2011 and newer 
models) or Alveo helmets. Visor’s 
curve provides excellent protec-
tion without bending your vision. 
Meet ANSI Z87.1 standards. See 
page 126 for Kask helmet visors. 
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Petzl Cordex Gloves
    Cordex gloves are made of soft 
yet tough cowhide and feature 
Velcro wristbands with a carabiner 
hole for saddle-side storage. Backed 
with mesh fabric panels for sweat 
evaporation. 

QUANTITY
DISCOUNT
AVAILABLE

QUANTITY
DISCOUNT
AVAILABLE

15758 $1350               One size:
Fits M-XL hands

SHOWA® ATLAS® 300

ASUMG-BL $395               

SHOWA® ATLAS® 300B

ASUMG-GR $395               

SHOWA® ATLAS® KV300

AKEVG $1195               

SHOWA® ATLAS® 451

AWING $550               

Tree Climbing and
Tool Handling Gloves
 You’ll wonder where they’ve been all these 
years. I believe these are what “Ugly Gloves” 
(15761, below) were modeled after, and, as 
the saying goes, “you get what you pay for.” 
These thick cotton/polyester knit gloves are 
dipped into a thick latex and then textured 
to enhance gripping power when wet.  These 
gloves are available in summer or winter 
weight. Summer-weight gloves come in 
either blue or gray latex. The winter gloves 
feature a thermal lining to 
keep your hands warm, and 
come in gray latex. Also avail-
able are Kevlar, cut-resistant 
gloves (KV300).  All gloves are 
available in S, M, L, and XL.

Generally speaking, latex-coated gloves are 
best while tree climbing for a non-slip grip on 
rope, while all other gloves are better for duties 
where ropes might be running.

General Utility Plus
    Youngstown’s #1 Seller! It is all-
purpose, abrasion-resistant and is the 
ideal performance work glove. Heavy-
duty non-slip reinforcement on the 
palm, fingers and thumb ensures last-
ing durability and grip. The ergonomic 
design reduces hand fatigue while 
enhancing wrist support. The glove 
features a terry cloth brow wipe on 
the thumb and is ideal for any number 
of rugged applications.

GUPG $2499               Sizes:  S, M, L, XL

PCG $3495               Sizes:  S, M, L, XL

General Utility
Lined with Kevlar®
 Youngstown took their best selling 
Utility design and lined every inch 
of the glove with Kevlar® fiber to 
create the world’s first cut-resistant 
performance glove. This incredible 
glove is dexterous, cut-resistant and 
extremely durable. Ideal for a wide 
range of applications where total 
hand protection is required.

GULK $3495               Sizes:  S, M, L, XL

AMPG $395               Sizes:  S, M, L, XL

Tree Climbing and Tool Handling Gloves
    Customer Jim Clark reports that, 
unlike other hand protection, “Uglies” 
give him the fingertip sensitivity 
to perform tasks like working with 
ascenders or opening and closing 
carabiners, dialing his cell phone, 
or spinning off a bar nut. Jim raves 
about the fact that Uglies provide 
a spiderlike grip to climbing lines 
“EVEN WHEN WET! On hot days, Ug-
lies’ mesh back stays cool by allowing 
evaporation from the backs of my 
hands.”  One size fits all.

Work and
Rope Running Gloves
   Simply the best imported work 
gloves that we could find. Split cow-
hide palm and fingers, with breath-
able cotton back. 2" elastic, snugger 
cuff for added protection. Extra pro-
tection around finger-tips. Stitched 
with Kevlar for lasting durability! 

TOP RATED 

15761 $375               

Multi-Purpose Gloves
 Let’s face it.  Gripping rope all day 
is far from ergonomic! To have a rope 
thick enough for a real comfortable 
grip … well, let’s just agree it is not 
possible.  The only option left is a good 
set of gloves. Atlas gloves, whether 
summer or winter, are a good bet.  
Reasonably durable under normal 
conditions, snug fitting, and best of 
all—super “grippy.”  A cut-resistant style 
with Kevlar is available.  Yes, there are 
less expensive options out there, but 
while trifle with your hands and wallet.  
Go with a proven winner at a good cost.

NEW

QUANTITY
DISCOUNT
AVAILABLE
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1. Place your right hand on the page with 
the small red dot positioned in the 
space between your thumb and index 
finger as shown.

2. See where the right side of your hand 
falls, and note the size range you’re in.

ALSPG $2995 SHERRILLtree Gloves with
Schoeller® Synthetic Leather

ALG $2695 SHERRILLtree Gloves with
Cow Leather

Rope Handling Gloves
 It was a simple question from our CEO, Tripp Wyckoff, 
that got our gloves underway. “Why can’t we make a really 
good pair of gloves, that won’t wear through for a while?” 
It seems so obvious, but up until now, it’s been pretty 
well-known that tree workers burn through gloves, and 
that’s just how it goes. The better feeling gloves seem to 
wear out quicker, where as the tougher gloves give you 
the dexterity of an oven mitt.
 So, we turned to some glove experts, and showed 
them exactly how gloves in the tree industry get used 
and abused; what workers like and dislike. After a bit of 
testing and revisions, we have what wanted. A tough pair 
of gloves, that are extremely comfortable.
 The base palm is made with a very flexible goat leather, 
with reinforced patches strategically placed in wear-spots. 
All of the leather is pre-curved prior to sewing, which 
makes the gloves feel already broken in the first time 
you put them on. We offer two versions of the glove. One 
with real cow leather, and one with Schoeller® synthetic 
leather. Both types of leather will hold up to the daily 
beatings dished out to gloves.
 The backs of the gloves use an air-mesh for 
breathability, to keep your hands cool while working. The 
Airprene wrist cuff has an adjustable Velcro closure tab, 
and a carabiner grommet for clipping your gloves to your 
harness or storage bag.
 “Why can’t we make a really good pair of gloves, that 
won’t wear through for a while?” We just did.
 All SHERRILLtree Rope Handling Gloves are available 
in S, M, L, and XL.

Gloves with 
Schoeller® 
synthetic 
leather

Gloves with 
cow leather

carabiner grommet on cuffs adjustable Velcro tab

NEW

S

S-M

M-L

L-XL
XL-
XXL

What size
glove do
you need?
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Tecnu® Outdoor Skin Cleanser
 Tecnu® actually “unlocks” the poison oil of sumac, oak, and ivy plants from the cells of 
your skin, if applied within 20 minutes after exposure. No other product does that! Tecnu® 
also removes poison oils from clothing and equipment.

15795 $595 Four 0.5 oz single packets

15794 $1095 12 oz. bottle

15796 $1995 32 oz. bottle

10-Hour Insect Repellent
 With 100% DEET, it only takes one application to protect crews from irritating insects for 
up to 10 hours.  Repels deer ticks, mosquitoes, chiggers, and gnats with the most effective 
repellent known to man.

15792 $795 2 oz. atomizer pump

39520 $3999 1 oz. tube

Oral Ivy
 When you visit the doctor for poison ivy shots, he attempts to build up your immunity 
by using extract of the plant. That’s how your body stimulates its own natural defenses. 
Three to four drops of Oral Ivy in a small glass of water or juice daily for two weeks 
prior to exposure, and continued throughout the season, will help your body fight off the 
poisonous effects of the plant. 

15824 $1995 1 oz. glass bottle

First-Aid Kit
 Include this custom designed, metal encased first-aid kit in 
your crew’s vehicle for emergencies and day-to-day minor cuts 
and scrapes. Everything is included to meet requirements for a 
10-man crew.

16 1 X 3 adhesive plastic bdgs
10 Alcohol wipes
2 Aluminized thermal blanket bulk
1 2” Elastic bandage
1 CPR mask w/one way valve bulk
4 Nitrile exam gloves
4 4X4 sterile gauze pads bulk
2 2” Sterile stretch comp gauze
1 Tourniquet forceps scissors
1 8X10 combine dressing bulk
1 Wire splint
2 Triangular bandage non-sterile
1 First aid guide
1 1” X 5yd adhesive tape roll bulk
6 Triple antibiotic ointment
1 Notepad w/CPR instructions
1 Permanent marker
6 First aid burn cream
96 Diphenhydramine tabs (Generic Benadryl)
1 ANSI label small

15727 $5195 First-Aid Kit

Blood-Stopper First-Aid Kit
 Comes equipped with blood-stopper bandages in-
tended to stop blood flow of a cut until a climber can 
get to the ground. 5” x 3.5” x 1”. Attach to saddle.

28212 $2095               First Aid Kit

35262 $2995               First Aid Kit with Wound Seal

36281 $999 4 oz. tube

NEW

Sunsect Insect Repellent AND Sunscreen
 Sunsect is a patented insect repellent + sunscreen (DEET is our active ingredient) 
combination product that provides lasting protection against biting insects and damaging 
sunrays. Trusted by the U.S. military for 15 + years, it repels mosquitoes, ticks, no-see-ums, 
black flies, sand gnats, gnats, chiggers, chitras and other disease-carrying, biting insects. It 
is safe for children, unscented, non-greasy, water resistant, dries clear and lasts for hours. 

Sunsect is Made in the USA!

     Zanfel® Poison Ivy, Oak & Sumac Wash 
A safe and effective topical solution for poison ivy, poison oak, and poison 
sumac. It is the only product known to remove urushiol, the toxin responsible 
for the reaction, from the skin after bonding, enabling the affected area to 
immediately begin healing. After using Zanfel®, the itching and pain are the 
first things to be relieved, usually within 30 seconds.
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Arm Chaps
 Arm Chaps protect your forearms from the inevitable contact with bark, brush and other 
irritants you face on a daily basis.  At the same time, Arm Chaps deliver wrist support ben-
eficial for carrying wood/brush, operating your chainsaw, or any other wrist straining tasks. 
Arm Chaps are very comfortable and gloves fit easily over them. Arm Chaps do not protect 
against chainsaw cuts.
 Available in Safety Orange. Please refer to chart below for your correct size. Made of leather.

Small ARMCH-OR-S $4799               
Medium ARMCH-OR-M $4799               

Large ARMCH-OR-L $4999               
X-Large ARMCH-OR-XL $4999               

Chart measurements are in inches. Sizes shown in the chart are measured for a comfortably 
snug fit, and will stretch where tight. Please measure both hand & forearm Circumferences. If 
your “palm” and “forearm” measurement fall under two different sizes in the table, then order 
the size that your “palm” indicates. The “palm” is the most important of the two measurements.  
Important: wearing a “Large” in gloves does NOT mean you wear a “Large” in Arm Chaps!!

Circumference of Small Medium Large X-Large

Palm (excluding 
thumb) 8 1/4 - 8 3/4 8 3/4 - 9 1/4 9 1/4 - 9 3/4 9 3/4 - 10 1/4

Forearm 10 1/4 - 11 1/4 11 1/4 - 12 1/4 12 1/4 - 13 1/4 13 1/4 - 14 1/4

Size guide. Black not available.

Don’t forget to ask for your

FREE
STICKER
with your order !

35855 95¢ LIFE. LEAF. HAPPINESS

15965 95¢ TOPPING IS BAD

36060 95¢ Stumpy Footlocking

Stickers

36063 $1295               SHERRILLtree Trucker Hat

SHERRILLtree Trucker Hat
 The printed page can’t do this hi-vis green hat 
justice. It might not look like it in this photo, but the 
mesh is a bright green, and the logo is embroidered 
with matching thread.
 Our formed trucker style hat is adjustable and fits 
well on your head.

2"
5.6"

3"

Graphic -Shirts
New graphics, and better fit-
ting, better feeling t-shirts. 
4.5 oz. cotton jersey knit, with 
soft style yarns. Available in 
S, M, L, and XL.

A TCT $1195               Tree Care Pro

B STLS $1195 SHERRILLtree T-Shirt

NEW

FRONT

A

BACK

B

BACK

FRONT

NEWNEW

LO
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ROPE AND GEAR BAGS
SHERRILLtree developed the ROPEBOSS line of 
bags in 2008, with the goal of creating a tough 
and functional storage bag for professional 
tree workers. Bags that provided enough 
storage for ropes, climbing gear, rigging gear, 
and more.

SHERRILLtree’s offering of bags has been 
updated and expanded through the years 
since 2008,  but the general idea has remained 
constant: make tough bags with intelligent 
innovations.

From the most basic of our bags, to the deluxe 
models, you’ll find that the bags are crafted 
from durable, but not rigid, materials. You’ll 
find ample space for storage, and probably 
more pockets and gear-loops than you know 
what to do with.

Heavy-duty zippers, 
stitching, and materials 
ensure your bag can 
handle the daily rigors 
of tree work

Bags are designed to 
provide an almost 
endless assortment of 
gear loops to keep you 
organized

Our bags have external 
pockets to give you 
additional storage 
capacities beyond the 
main compartment
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SHERRILLtree RopeBoss Deluxe
• NEW! Using 5 removable, internal slat 

inserts, the XL Deluxe Bag is rigid and 
remains upright, even when empty

• Four reinforced positions for backpack 
shoulder straps or carabiners for 
hauling aloft

• Two different handle positions that provide a task-oriented 
grip for optimal ergonomics

• High-visibility, reflective trim for safety and quick identification, 
because not all work adays are sunny

Empty or full, RopeBoss bags stay upright, ready to deploy or 
stow your lines, wet or dry. Now cavers and rock climbers are 
going to be stealing our bags!

Heavy-duty #10 zipper on the 
lid provides maximum access

Gaps for tool-holding clips and 
loops for extra carabiners

Exterior pockets provide ad-
ditional storage

Rope can be easily drawn through the 
25mm (1-inch) access hole that keeps 
dirt and rain out

IMPROVED

SHERRILLtree Pro Gear Bag
 Tree pros are tough on their gear, but even tougher on their gear 
storage. The want-list is long when it comes to bags, but we’ve 
hit every point, and developed the Pro Gear Bag. It’s tough, roomy, 
has loads of storage, easy to carry and comfortable to wear.
 The inside of the Pro Gear Bag has a 45 liter capacity, which 
is plenty of space for your rope, saddle, helmet and a few more 
pieces of gear. There’s no need to overload the inside storage space 
though, because the Pro Gear Bag features a dedicated front stor-
age pocket with mole style webbing for hardware, two external 
covered pockets, and an accessory pocket on the lid. You’ll also 
find several sets of external gear loops. The top of the bag has a 
one-hand cinch top for easy closure.
  Once you get the bag loaded, you have a couple options for 
transport. The Pro Gear Bag has two side carrying handles, but even 
better are the integrated backpack straps. The backpack straps are 
fully adjustable so you can get the proper fit. They’re also padded, 
and feature an adjustable chest clip, ensuring the load will be 
evenly distributed across your torso. Helping the comfort level is 
a molded foam back pad, which prevents your back from feeling 
every piece of gear inside the bag as you carry it.
 The Pro Gear Bag is built from sturdy textiles, which gives it 
the rigidity needed to remain upright on its own, but we decided 
to add even more stability with a removable inside stiffener. The 
Pro Gear Bag will stand tall all day long.
 The Pro Gear Bag is a well built, rigid yet comfortable storage 
solution, that delivers what tree workers have been looking for 
in gear storage.

36406 $12495               Pro Gear Bag

32376 $8095               XL - Holds 500 ft of 1/2" rope OR
a saddle, helmet & 250 ft of rope

24” tall, 14” wide 
(rope not included)

NEW
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SHERRILLtree 
RopeBoss Value 250
 This addition to the Rope Boss 
line-up is a simple and basic rope 
bag—but it’s built with the same 
attention to detail as the bags 
taking the rope-using world by 
storm. Don’t store your lifelines 
in anything less than a Boss.

Carabiner loops and pockets

33330 $2995               Holds about 250’ of 1/2” rope

Interior loops

32377 $4795               LG - Holds 250 ft of 1/2" rope OR a saddle, helmet & 120 ft of rope

SHERRILLtree 
RopeBoss Basic
 Now here's a good idea–Oversized rim folds 
easily out of the way for fast loading then draws 
tight for protection from the elements. Unique 
drawstring closure cinches top with minimal ef-
fort. Rope can be drawn through top without full 
exposure to weather or falling debris.

SHERRILLtree 
Comfort Backpack System
 Quickly convert any of our Deluxe or Basic bags 
into a long-haul backpack or handsfree climbing 
duffle. Unique rope access ports allow quick 
extraction of stored rope while on the climber.

• Compatable ONLY with 
RopeBoss Basic & Deluxe

• Highly breathable padding 
materials provide a 
quick-drying comfortable 
option for longer hauls 
and remote climbing 
operations

• Carabiner storage loops in 
shoulder strap

• Adjustable chest strap
• Reinforced edging and 

double-stitching 
throughout

Fits the Deluxe and Basic bags 
found on pages 147-148

• Over 2 quarts of interior room for 
lanyards, hardware, cabling gear, snacks, 
glasses, gloves, camera, towel, etc.

• Exterior First Aid / cell phone pocket 
protects valuables

• Gaps for tool-holding clips and loops for 
carabiners replace the saddle positions 
covered by Wingman

• Small hole in bottom provides moisture 
drainage

• Tools go in but don’t fall out

32379 $2795               convenient stretch top

SHERRILLtree 
Wingman Stretch-Top Pouch
 Leave it to your Wingman to carry the gear 
necessary to make every climb an adventure 
in comfort. Measuring in at over 2 quarts of 
hip-side storage means never having to leave 
the ground without extra fuel and water; 
always taking that extra-long safety lanyard; 
beefing up communications (to include ear 
phones that is), heck, might as well bring the 
camera. And unlike lesser attempts of days 
past, the Wingman covers your backside with 
loops, hoops and rings to make up for lost 
saddle real estate. Don’t want to go-it alone? 
Call in your Wingman!

16” tall, 12” wide
(rope not included)

16” tall, 12” wide
(rope not included)

NEWNEW

LO
W PR

ICE
!

32444 $1995               highly breathable padding
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DMM Porter Backpacks
45L and 70L
 At times, getting your gear from the truck to the tree requires a 
Sherpa line of helpers. Then, like any good Everest expedition, not 
only does the gear have to get close to the climb, it may have to go 
up with you. Enter the new DMM Porter rope bags. Tough and resilient, 
they come in 45L and 70L to accommodate too much gear and way 
too much gear, respectively! Also designed to be comfortable on the 
back, with a padded back pad and shoulder straps. A hip strap keeps 
the load close and helps distribute weight to the legs.
 Easy-opening top and semi-rigid “equal D” cylinder shape com-
plete the package, making the DMM Porter bags simple to cram 
full of your junk. Make your buddies smile as they play Sherpa to 
your Edmund Hillary!

Porter 45L - 24.4 in. tall, 11.9 gal. volume (shown) 35706 $10395               
Porter 70L - 24.4 in. tall, 18.5 gal. volume 35707 $12495               

SHERRILLtree Doctor’s Bag
 This roomy toolbag’s walls are stitched to a hard plastic bottom that repels mud and 
water. The floor is reinforced with a masonite board, to keep tools from tearing through, 
while the top has a steel hinged mouth that opens wide when you want in. The large side 
pocket has corrosion-resistant snaps. Seat belt webbed handles are belly stitched around 
the entire bag for long lasting support. Holds approximately three 120' hanks of rope and 
a variety of tools and snaps.  Dimensions: 24" x 18" x 10"

14855 $11895               Canvas

14849 $14295               Water-resistant Nylon

Jet Sled 
 This simple yet rugged polyethylene sled is a great answer to organizing a cluttered 
truck bed or shuttling gear or debris around the job site. Organize chain saws, oil, and gas 
to keep them safe from spilling or cutting other gear in your truck bed, or isolate ropes 
and saddles and gear from...well, saws, oil, and gas. Transport light to medium loads across 
snow or grass, between bushes, through mud, up creeks (floats up to 90 pounds) and more 
while keeping gear neat and dry. A single Jet Sled weighs only 12 pounds and can be stored 
about anywhere the chips may fall. Note: Although polyethylene material is extremely 
tough, excessive dragging of loads across dry, abrasive surfaces will wear out the bottom. 
Stackable/nesting.

31864 $4995               Jet Sled, 54"L x 25"W x 10"D

Heavy-duty reinforced bottom

M
AD

E IN THE USA
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Throw Line and Rope Storage Bags (D-E)
 Choose from our, see-through mesh nylon or solid canvas nylon-constructed line bags to meet your stor-
age needs. Mesh is translucent, for instant identification of contents and air circulation to allow wet line to 
dry quickly. The nylon canvas version does a good job 
of keeping things dry in the first place. Both bags work 
great, hold up to 400’ of throwline, and have drawstring 
closures to keep contents in place.

AMT Throwline bags (A-C)
 ArborMaster Training™ throwline bags are the heart of a solid rope access “system.” Made of heavy-gauge 
pack cloth nylon with drawstring closures, both models have folded and stitched handles with exterior pockets 
for storing essentials. On the inside, each has enough 
room to stack upward of four 200’ throwlines, along with 
four floating rings lining the walls for managing line’s 
end. The deluxe model has a rigid rim stitched into the 
top, interior pockets for throw weight storage, and Velcro 
tabs on exterior pockets to keep valuables secure during 
travel, even in the swiftest of corner turns.

A

B D E

C

A 30201 $7195               Deluxe bag - 9 x 12"
(dividers not included)

B 30202 $5995               Economy bag - 12 x 12"
(dividers not included)

C 30207 $1495               Cloth divider - 12"

D 28777 $3195               Mesh bag - 8 x 10"

E 14852 $1950               Canvas bag - 9 x 7"

33587 $1199               Small (4" diameter x 6" high)

33589 $1559               Medium (7" diameter x 9" high)

33588 $2049               Large (8" diameter x 12" high)

28289 $2295               12" cube

Throw Line Storage Bags
 Conveniently store and protect your throw lines and weights. Con-
structed of 600-denier coated polyester, these bags are available in small 
(holds 150’), medium (holds 200’) and large (holds 250’) sizes.
 Large size features piping around the bottom to help it stand up and 
maintain its shape and has an exterior handle for comfortable carrying.
 Convenient drawstring closure for quick and easy access. Features 
interior nickel-plated ring for easy attachment to a work belt, saddle or 
rope and interior ring for security attachments.

Throwline Storage

 Spooling line onto a coiling device or 
stick is common among tree workers. 
Rolling and unrolling line in 
this manner can be rather time 
consuming. If you “hank” line on 
to your arm, you must unhank it 
the exact same way prior to use 
or deal with a tangled mess.The 
proper method of storing most 
line is to “flake it” into or onto 
something clean.  Piling line from 
bottom to top is simple to do, and 
tangle-free at firing time. If you 
don’t have a bucket, bag or line tarp, 
simply use a paper bag but always keep 
the working end separate from the pile or 
all will be lost!

Folding Throwline Cube
 The folding cube has truly revolutionized throwline 
storage in just a few years! Although not as sturdy as our 
higher quality fabric cubes (opposite page), this plastic-
mesh box folds flat for storage of throwlines up to a few 
hundred feet.

Petzl Spatha
 The infamous knife with a cara-
biner hole. Attach to your harness, 
bag, belt, rescue kit, or whatever. Use 
it as a key chain with attitude and 
purpose. Anywhere you put this knife, 
the ability to connect it to something 
simply and securely makes it difficult 
to lose.
 A textured wheel at the blade axis 
allows easy opening. The serrated, 
stainless-steel blade is useful for 
cutting webbing and rope. The nylon 
handle is easy to grip and easy to see.  
Locks in the open postion.

35779 $2895               Closed length 4.25 in.
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exterior handle

exterior handle

Deluxe Folding Throwline Cube
 The makers of Fold & Hold take climbers to 
the next level with this top-quality cube designed 
specifically for throwline organization. Just as 
effective at dispersing line during the throw as 
it is at receiving line being retrieved, the Folding 
Throwline Cube can be used on the ground or in 
the tree with equal effectiveness. The jet black sides 
with yellow trimming are not only attractive after 
extensive outdoor use but make the cube stand 
out just enough on the job site without attracting 
unnecessary attention from strangers. Storage fea-
tures include two interior pockets for holding throw 
weights plus an interior Velcro strap and D-ring for 
quick line-end recovery. Made in agreement with 
Heinrich Haeussler. Not sold in Germany.

32443 $4995               17" cube

39585 $9895               18" cube

17”

8”
stored dimension

Interior handle is great
for securing line ends.

Small enough to fit inside
rope bags.

Falteimer Cube 
 The ultimate throwline storage container, evolved by Hein-
rich Haeussler of Switzerland. Although early adopters were 
primarily by competition level tree climbers because of the 
high price, this super-charged folding cube has steadily been 
finding its way into more and more climbers' hands. 
 Besides being made of tough materials, including canvas 
nylon and fiberglass frame rods, the Falteimer is of impec-
cable construction. The advantages of the Falteimer are clear: 
compared to canvas bags or plastic buckets the Falteimer has a 
huge 18 inch floor and easy to load opening that allows stack-
ing of up to two throwlines neatly without need of dividers. 
It also has 2 interior pockets to hold up to 4 throw weights. 
Once loaded, simply twist the box 3 times to create a portable 
throwline container the size of a tennis shoe that you can carry 
anywhere without scrambling your lines. It’s truly incredible.

2 interior pockets for
throw weight storage.
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GREATEST 
POLESAW 
IN THE WORLD

LIGHTEST
STIFFEST 
POLESAWS ON 
THE MARKET
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13ft

STEALTH RED

• 2 sections, 1 lock

• Silky Acrobat blade 
(390mm / 15.4 in.)

• Lightweight for 
quickly moving 
around and making 
low-hanging cuts

• Weighs only 3.7 lbs

STEALTH GREEN

• 3 sections, 2 locks

• Silky Hayauchi blade 
(390mm / 15.4 in.)

• Midweight, gets up in 
the tree for production 
pruning with increased 
agility and precision

• Weighs only 6 lbs

STEALTH YELLOW

• 4 sections, 3 locks

• Silky Hayate blade 
(420mm / 16.5 in.)

• Heavy-duty, the extra 
weight pays off with 
the extra foot of reach 
and tougher durability

• Weighs only 7 lbs

36519 $23995               36517 $36595               36518 $47095               

21ft 22ft
NEW

 Almost three years of research, development and testing have gone into these 
game-changing polesaws. The goal was no small order: make the best cutting, 
lightest and stiffest polesaw in the world. The goal we set for ourselves has been 
met. Compared to the Hayauchi polesaw of the same length, the 21 ft SHERRILLtree 
Stealth Green Polesaw is 30% stiffer and 20% lighter!
 The real challenge was the pole itself, but the end result is something that’s 
going to rock the tree care industry. We partnered with a European pole company 
to develop a new proprietary hybrid pole that combines carbon fiber with fiberglass. 
The extra rigidity in the poles, and easily managed light weight, gives the user a 
level of precision cutting they’ve never experienced with a polesaw.
 As most polesaw users can tell you, a polesaw is really only as good as its locks. 
Having the lightest, most rigid polesaw in the world would be pointless if we didn’t 
outfit it with high compression, no-slip locks. Each lock secures the pole in place 
with a contoured compression lever. There are no preset spring stoppers, which 
means you have infinite height adjustability within the min-maximum range.
 The last piece of the puzzle is the blade, but fortunately, choosing the blades was 
the easy part. Silky blades are internationally renowned as the best saw blades you 
can get, so the decision to use Silky blades on our polesaws was a definite YES. 
 The SHERRILLtree Stealth Series Telescoping Polesaws are the pinnacle of 
pruning tools, and we are quite proud to bring such an advancement to our customers.
CAUTION: All Stealth polesaws are conductive! Always stay at least 50 ft from 
energized lines.

Stealth Series Telescoping Polesaws

High compression, 
no-slip locks

Tough bottom boots

WARNING!

All polesaws not for use
around energized lines!
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WARNING!

All polesaws not for use
around energized lines!

#1 SELLING 
POLESAW IN
THE WORLD

177-39 $19595               2 section - 12 ft. polesaw  

178-39 $23395               3 section - 16 ft. polesaw  

179-39 $28095               4 section - 21 ft. polesaw

177-02-03 $8395               390mm Replacement blade

177-42 $1505               Replacement scabbard

Order replacement clips and parts for your pole saw at SHERRILLtree.com or 800-525-8873.

ACCESSORIES

HAYAUCHI HOOK
 This simple and lightweight option is a 
favorite of climbers. Only fits HAYAUCHI. 
Attachment hardware included.

425-01 $3395               HOOK FOX

HOOK FOX
 This handy hook option fits Silky’s HAY-
AUCHI, LONGBOY, ZÜBAT and HAYATE 
polesaws. Attachment hardware included.

177-00-91 $2395               HAYAUCHI FOX

HAYAUCHI
390mm (15.4-in.) blade
7.5ft.-12ft. overall length, 2 lbs.
7.5ft.-16ft. overall length, 5.55 lbs.
7.5ft.-21ft. overall length, 6.90 lbs.
 If the boss buys you nothing else this year, make sure it’s 
Silky’s extendable polesaw...oh, and a Silky handsaw, of course! 
The key to the HAYAUCHI’S effectiveness is its aggressive 
blade. This 15.4” blade not only sports the largest teeth avail-
able in a razor sharp teeth design, but also has a sharpened 
base and tip for scoring the branch, to avoid ripping damage to 
the branch collar. HAYAUCHI comes with its own full length, 
hard plastic scabbard, to protect neighboring gear.
 The HAYAUCHI polesaw has rigid aluminum poles that 
quickly extend to cutting length. The base pole has a comfort-
able sponge rubber grip. The extensions lock with spring loaded 
buttons at the end of each length. Makes a great ground saw! 

TOP RATED 

16377R-P $7395               Pruner head w/screws

Sintung Pruner Head
from SHERRILLtree
 Back by popular demand, the Sintung 
Pruner Head is designed to fit atop Silky’s 
Hayauchi pole only, giving you big reach 
with a great pruner. Has a 2 inch cutting 
capacity. Comes with 17.6’ of pull cord with 
a wooden handle, plus a spare 6.7’ cord.
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#1 CHOICE 
FOR PALMS

SUPER 
LIGHT WEIGHT
FOR CLIMBING

(2.65 lbs.)

SILKY’S
MOST PORTABLE

POLE SAW

FITS IN MOST
CAR TRUNKS!

371-42 $29295               3 section - 16 ft. polesaw

372-42 $36195               4 section - 20 ft. polesaw

373-42 $8595               420mm Replacement blade

HAYATE
420mm (16.5-in.) blade
7.5 ft.-16 ft. overall length, 6.2 lbs.
7.5 ft.-20 ft. overall length, 7.90 lbs.
 Improvements to the new HAYATE over the earlier, 
and well-proven HAYAUCHI include stronger poles 
(although still destructable by large falling branches) 
an improved locking system, thicker handle padding 
and a somewhat improved blade scabbard. It’s hard 
to brag about this tool when, compared to its less 
expensive predecessor, the HAYATYE is shorter (by 1 
ft), and heavier. We’ll let the customers decide.

LONGBOY Folding
360mm (14.2-in.) blade
4.7 ft.-12 ft. overall length, 4.3 lbs.
 Introduced at the 2005 Tree Care Industry Show, Silky’s 
LONGBOY became an instant hit! In short, the LONGBOY 
is lightweight (4.3lb), sturdy and armed with an aggressive 
14” impulse-hardened curved blade. The LONGBOY is also 
telescopic from 4.8’ to 12’ providing the average operator 
with a 16’ reach! The high-tech alloy steel blade maintains 
superior wear resistance while reducing drag and concen-
trating cutting energy. Translated- more cutting efficiency 
with less effort. And to add to the ease of use, Silky has 
incorporated a cushy comfort-grip handle to reduce fatigue 
and improve grip when wet. All of that’s topped off with 
the durable polypropylene sheath to protect the blade (as 
well as your valuables) when not in use.

365-36 $23995               3 section - 12 ft.  Folding Polesaw

366-36 $4895               360mm Replacement blade

272-12 $14295               2 section - 9 ft. polesaw

272-15 $15495               2 section - 11 ft. polesaw

272-18 $18095               2 section - 13 ft. polesaw

271-33 $4795               330mm Replacement blade

270-54 $3354               Replacement scabbard

ZÜBAT
330mm (13-in.) blade
5.75 ft.-9 ft. overall length, 2.65 lbs.
6.6 ft.-11 ft. overall length, 3.05 lbs.
7.7 ft.-13 ft. overall length, 3.40 lbs.
 ZÜBAT’S high performance, 330mm curved blade is suit-
able for cutting large or small branches. The pole itself is 
1200mm, reaching 2700mm when fully extended (including 
blade). The pole is made of lightweight, professional-grade 
aluminum and is oval in shape to further reduce weight 
while ensuring rigidity while sawing.

WARNING!

All polesaws not for use
around energized lines!
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BERGER ArboRapid Polesaw System

The Poles
 SHERRILLtree has teamed up with BERGER to bring you their highly 
anticipated ArboRapid Polesaw system. BERGER, a highly renowned 
manufacturer of extension poles and pruning tools, has developed a 
series of high-grade forged aluminum poles, with a number of locking 
extensions.  The locks are quite sturdy and anti-stick. But what makes the 
locks so nice, is that they allow the height to be continuously adjusted. 
BERGER's ArboRapid poles deliver optimal stability at height, so you 
can expect minimal wobble when using your ArboRapid Polesaw.
 The ArboRapid poles collapse down to an easy to carry 5.74 ft. and 
can extend to 10.5, 15.25, or 20.83 ft. There's a couple tree-climbing 
ArboRapid poles as well, which are shorter, and have an attachment 
point on their ends for attaching to your climbing saddle. Their short 
height means you can get around in the canopy without your pole 
snagging every branch. The ArboRapid Tree-Climbing Poles collapse 
all the way down to 2.73 ft, and can be extended to 4.6 or 6.23 ft. They 
feature the same click-system for adding accessories as the regular 
ArboRapid poles.
 BERGER has developed a range of accessories to accompany the Ar-
boRapid Polesaw system, but did so using a click-system, so accessories 
can be easily clipped on the pole. Accessories include a 5 ft extension 
add-on pole, a pole hook, and a very aggressive looking felling hook.
 One last mark in the plus column for the ArboRapid poles, is that 
they are compatible with the SHERRILLtree BIGSHOT heads, as featured 
on page 24. These are the only telescoping poles we've found to work 
with the BIGSHOT.

The Blades
 The thought process behind the ArboRapid system didn't end at the 
pole, as evidenced by the cutting force shown in their two blade choices. 
Both blades are made from a high quality flexible steel featuring hard 
chromium plating. The teeth themselves are also impulse hardened 
which keeps their tri-edges sharper, longer. Each blade features a bark 
cutter, and fits perfectly with any of the ArboRapid poles. The difference 
in the two blades is their size, one being 13 inches long, and the other 
15.75. The longer blade also features skip grooves to help clear the 
kerf as you cut.
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Choose Your ArboRapid Polesaw System
 With so many combinations to choose from, we decided to sell the 
ArboRapid components separately, so you can choose the exact pole, blade 
and accessories you need. 

38200 $4395 Pole Hook

38206 $42995 Felling Hook

38203 $9195 Extension Pole

ArboRapid Accessories

38204 $13595 Adjusts from 2.73 to 4.60 ft. 

38205 $18495 Adjusts from 2.73 to 6.23 ft.

ArboRapid Poles - Tree Climbing

36670 $14795 Adjusts from 5.74 to 10.5 ft.

38201 $20295 Adjusts from 5.74 to 15.25 ft.

38202 $28495 Adjusts from 5.74 to 20.83 ft.

ArboRapid Poles

38213 $8895 13-inch Blade and Sheath

38215 $10395 15-inch Blade and Sheath

38212 $6195 13-inch Blade

38214 $8095 15-inch Blade

38207 $4395 13-inch Sheath

38208 $4695 15-inch Sheath

ArboRapid Polesaw Head & Blades

13-inch

15-inch

Pole Hook

Felling Hook

Extension 
Pole

Click-system for easy 
accessory attachment

Comfortable 
grip

Sturdy lock allows 
continuous height 
adjustment

BERGER 63913

BERGER 5470

BERGER 5485

BERGER 75007
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2 X 8 ft.

8 ft.

6 ft.

Professional-Grade Pruner Sets
Convertible-Head Combo - The cutter head is affixed 
to an adapter that quickly connects to or disconnects 
from the female end of our pruner poles without the 
need for tools. If the pole is somehow destroyed the 
head will convert to another.

2 X 6 ft.

Pruner Head and Adapter

Pruner Head only

Adapter only

Wooden and hollow poles have the capacity 
to retain moisture and should be considered 
“conductive of electricity”

Not for use around
energized lines! 

Marvin  
Pruner
This lightweight bypass 
pruner has a cast aluminum 
base and all steel hardware 
that makes it a favorite 
among the climbing crowd. 
Cuts up to 1.25 in.

Marvin  
Bull Pruner
This new release from 
Marvin is merely an up-
sized version of the most 
dependable and trusted 
limb pruner on the market. 
Cuts up to 1.75 in.

SHERRILLtree 
Pruner
Forged steel construction 
for added strength. En-
hanced spring provides 
smoot cutting action and a 
raised leading edge on hook 
eliminates frictional drag. 
Cuts up to 1.25 in.

Corona  
Bull Pruner
This heaviest in our pole 
lopper line produces sig-
nificant cutting power by 
utilizing a long lever arm 
and compound rope action 
to cut branches up to 1.5 in.

All pruner sets subject to Over-Sized shipping fees. 
See policies on page 232.

30818 $6995               21693 $6495 32423 $8195               21696 $10995               

30558 $5495               15372 $4991 32424 $6695               15405 $9295               

15318 $1230               – 15318 $1230               15317 $1365               

SETPH4-16 $15695               SETSP4-16 $15195 SETBP4-16 $16895               SET80-16 $18495               

SETPH4-12 $13795               SETSP4-12 $13295 SETBP4-12 $14995               SET80-12 $16495               

SETPH4-8 $11695               SETSP4-8 $11295 SETBP4-8 $12995               SET80-8 $14595               

SETPH4-6 $10695               SETSP4-6 $10195 SETBP4-6 $11895               SET80-6 $13495               

TOP RATED 

26724 $995               16 ft.

33897 $1495               24 ft.

Pruner Cord
This heavy-duty 5/16 in. polyester 
cord has been immersed in 
polyurethane for long wear and 
extra gripping power.
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30972 $10230               

Fixed-Head
12 ft. Pruner
 Unlike the convertible 
sets (pg. 158), this fixed-
head pruner does not 
break down (quickly 
anyway) because the 
pruner is bolted to its 
pole. Regardless, it’s still 
the same great quality 
Jameson pruner and 
a pair of their rugged 
fiberglass poles. Two 6-ft 
fiberglass poles and pull 
cord included. Weighs 
6 lbs.

7-14 ft.
Telescopic
Pruner
 Our telescopic pruner 
utilizes Jameson’s new 
positive-locking, heavy-
duty fiberglass pruner 
pole that telescopes 
from 7 to 14 ft. Includes 
Jameson’s light-weight, 
1 1/4" capacity, bolt-
mounted pruner head. 
Includes 16 ft. of high 
s t rength  pul l  cord . 
Weighs 5.4 lbs.

28719 $12895               SETPH4LT-12 $20295               

12 ft. Pruner
 This Lightweight Pruner 
Head Set includes one SHER-
RILLtree Pruner head with 
adapter, two Jameson B-Lite 
6 foot poles (one end with a 
boot) and 16 feet of pruner 
cord. The B-Lite fiberglass 
poles are lightweight and 
rigid, for greater control when 
connecting 2-3 poles. The 
B-Lite poles are batch tested 
to 100KV per foot for five 
minutes. Weighs 5.6 lbs.

Marvin’s – QCPP

•  Pole pick with adapter

Marvin’s – QCSSS

• Stop and slow sign

•  Inserts into a base pole

Marvin’s Quick
Change Products

Marvin’s – QCP 

•  1.25-inch cutting capacity  

pruner head with adapter

Marvin’s “Bull” Head – QCP5

•  1.75-inch cutting capacity 

pruner head with adapter

KIT
BUILDER

COMING SUMMER 2016
Build your own custom pole 
pruning kit with our kit builder 
and save up to 10%!

Go to SHERRILLtree.com/kit and 
start assembling your kit with 
any pole, pruner, saw head, and 
blades you want.
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Pole Bag with Pruner Head Pocket
 Our pruner pole bags are made of thick, waterproof canvas nylon, providing the ultimate 
protection for your fiberglass or wooden pruner poles (6' and 8' bags available). This protective 
system keeps poles dry, clean, together, and safe from scratching or being scratched.
 Each giant, hi-visibility yellow bag has four pole pouches and one large pocket to store 
the pruner head, extra blades and other 
related parts. Fold-over rain flaps have 
rust-resistant chrome snaps. Once 
loaded, the entire bag folds lengthwise 
for convenient travel.

15327 $7495               6' Pole Bag (1 Tool Pocket)

15325 $8495               8' Pole Bag (1 Tool Pocket)

Stop/Slow Sign with Adapter
 Create instant traffic control out of the female 
end of most utility-grade extension poles.

Jameson Wire Raiser
 Fits snugly into the female connector of most pole 
ferrules. Designed for pushing or pulling small limbs, 
ropes, non-energized wires. WARNING! Not for use on 
energized lines.

32361 $2495               Clips into pruner pole!15426 $1506               Not for use on energized lines

SherrillTree 
Hollow (yellow) batch tested to 100kV

35185 $2495               4' extension - male/female

35186 $3195               6' extension - male/female

35187 $3895               8' extension - male/female

35185F $2295               4' extension - female/rubber boot

35186F $2895               6' extension - female/rubber boot

35187F $3895               8' extension - female/rubber boot

SHERRILLtree Fiberglass Poles
Hollow
 SherrillTree’s hollow, fiberglass poles are very rigid, 
lightweight, and don’t splinter in your hands. Hollow poles 
are extruded fiberglass and batch tested to 100kV.

Hollow poles have the capacity to retain moisture 
and should be considered “conductive of electricity”

Poles on these pages
are NOT for use around

energized lines!

WARNING!

TOP RATED 

“I assembled three 8 foot sections and was able 
to lift them effortlessly. Very good equipment.”

- SERGIO
Read more reviews online.
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